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ELFEQO BACA IS
SERIOUSLY INJURED NEW

1

FE

Favorably Considered for Archaeological Museum.
ISIT

CITY

Miss Alice C. Fletcher and

Prof. Hewett Investigate
Local Advantages.

Elfego Baca, the well known politician and lawyer of Albuquerque, is
confined to his home suffering from
the effects of a serious injury which
he received a few days ago while out
campaigning with P. Hanley, the Republican candidate for the legislative
comic'1 from Bernalillo county, near
Albuquerque.
He was driving with Mr. Hanley to
conduct a Republican rally near Albuquerque and on returning from this
rally at 11:15 o'clock at night, was
run down by a city Are wagon on
Central avenue on the outskirts of Albuquerque.
The dfceupants of the buggy were
thrown out, the buggy completely demolished and the horse ran away, but
was caught the next day.
on being thrown from the buggy was
struck by the Are wagon, receiving
what has since proven, serious injuries. Despite the great pain he suffered
he kept up the campaign work, made
several speeches and thereafter went
to San Marcial to work for the Republican candidate there on election
day.
Upon his return he called a consultation of physicians, who, with the
discovered that in
aid of the
the accident he had sustained the fracture of two ribs on his right side near
the spinal column, from which he is
now confined to his bed and is suffering greatly.

trail of beautiful memories was
the visit to Santa Fe this week,
of Miss Alice C. Fletcher, of Washington, D. C., author and scientist, the
chairman of the managing committee
of the School of American Archaeology, a woman who has won for herself
a place of eminence in more than one
but especially in
field of endeavor,
ethnology, the study of the aboriginal
races of America, their languages and
.their folk lore; a woman of marked
and recognized executive ability; and
withal a woman gentle and unaffected.
Miss Fletcher came the long distance
from the national capital, to meet
here Professor Edgar L. Hewett, who
work of
is1 the director of American
the American Institute of Archaeoloon
gy, and with him examine
the
the ground,
advantages of APPEALS TO GOVERNOR
CURRY FOR PROTECTION
Santa Fe as a site for the
A

left

Mr.-j.Bac-

by

American
of
School
proposed
of worldan
institution
Governor Curry was In receipt of a
Archaeology,
wide scope and the o;iy one of its telegram this morning from J. P. Mc- kind on the Western continent, but Nulty, who resides at Turquesa, near
similar to the schools of Archaeology Cerrillos in the southern part of this
established and maintained at Athens, county, where he is in charge of the
Rome and Jerusalem by the Institute. mines of the American Turquoise comFrom the school would be directed in j pany, saying that Indians had attacklarge part the work of archaeological ed him and asking the governor to
research not only in the Southwest, send the .Mounted police there to probut from Alaska to Central America tect him. According to Mr. MoNulty,
and even to Peru; here would be es- the Indians fired several shots at him
tablished a museum of American and sometime last nisht. Governor Curry
comparative Archaeology that would at once informed Sheriff Charles C.
vie with the greatest museums of the Closson and ordered him to investiworld for interest ; and here would be gate
affair . thoroughly and
the
trained the archaeologists of the fu- if there was any foundation for Mr.
ture, and published the result of their McNulty's story to see that he was
researches. The territory through its offered every protection. So far as
' legislative assembly of two years ago could be teamed today nothing of the
offered the Old Palace and a grant kind occurred there and it is believed
of $1,000 a year to secure the location that Mr. McXulty probably had a bad
of the school, and it is this proposition dream last night in which he imagined
that is now being considered by the the Indians were after him.
Institute, with many chances in favor
of Santa Fe on account of its advant- OIL MAGNATE ON WAY
ageous location so near to important
TO TEXAS FOR TRIAL
archaeological fle'ds and its own
are
associations. However, there
St. Louis, Nov. 7. Clay Pierce,
powerful and wealthy rivals for the
Oil
of the Waters-Piercchairman
honor, including Los Angeles, Denver,
on
his
arrived
here
-- Colorado
to.'.ay
company,
of
Mexico,
Springs, the City
and Washington, D. C. The prelimin- way to Texas, where he will surrender
for trial on a charge of perjury.. He
ary decision will probably be made
apparently is fully recovered from his
of
the
at
a
meetins
early this month
Institute to be held at Boston and to recent indisposition dueth-- to an operaEast. He
which Miss Fletcher and Professor tion he underwent in
but at
to
a
declined
make
statement,
Colorado
from
will
Hewett
hurry
offices of the company, st was statthe
Frileft
which
for
point
they
Springs,
Both were favorably ed that Pierce would leavj for Texas
day afternoon.
impressed with Santa Fe's attractive- tonight.
ness as a site for just such an institution as is proposed, as well as the
liberality and interest manifested by
the legislature, with the possibility
of more generous financial aid by it
and a grant of lands in the statehood
bill that would be equivalent to an
NERVE
endowment such as is offered by other
cities which desire the school.
Social Events in Honor of Visitors.
his-tiri- c

MORSE KEEPS
UP RIS

Naturally, Santa Fe was eager
show so distinguished guests every

to
so-

cial attention, but the time limit to
their stay and the purpose, of their visit occupying most of the hours at their
disposal, gave only a few the privilege of entertaining in their honor.
Among these social affairs was a dinner Wednesday evening by Judge and
Mrs. John R. McFie, at their beautiful
home at the corner of Manhattan avenue and Cerrillos street. Covers were
laid for eleven. The guests of honor
were Miss Fletcher and Professor
Hewett, while the other guests were
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott, Judge
and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter. It was an
evening long to be remembered, both
for its gastronomic delights and its
Intellectual treat, for Miss Fletcher in
a reminiscent mood, told graphically
of the early straggles; of American
of the
Archaeology for recognition,
days when the leaders of classic culture in this country insisted that there
was no archaeology outside of the
classic realms of the Old World.
Something like thirty years ago, in
the first meetings of the American
Institute of Archaeology, this fray of
great minds waged furiously, Miss
Fletcher being one of those who battled for the recognition of American
Archaeology, one of the results being
the sending of Professor Bandelier to
Santa Fe to delve in the old archives
and to explore the archaeological
ruins of this vicinity, with what splendid reward and gain to literature and
(Continued

on Page 2)

Proves Himself a
Model Prisoner
in Tombs

Does Not Avail Himself of

Opportunity to Enjoy
Special Privileges.
New York, Nov. 7. Charles W.
Morse, who yesterday was sentenced
to fifteen years in the Federal prison
at Atlanta, Georgia, is proving himself a model prisoner. He has asked
no privileges nor has he 'been granted
any. There Is a rule of the prison that
permits the purchase of food from a
vendor attached to the prison or even
have meals sent in from the outside,
but Morse so far has not availed himself of this privilege.
When the regular prison fare was
doled out to the former
in
the Tombs
today,' he
the . two
slices of
accepted
bread and tin dipper of coffee, which
was passed through a slot in his cell
door. He ate every crum of the bread
and drank the coffee and had a cheery
greeting for his son, when the young
man called early in the forenoon.
Morse retired early last night and
slept soundly until awakened when
the bustle of day began.'
multi-millionai-

2129

SOAR

Frank

FIGURES ARE SUSTAINED

Returns Show That Vote Was Not as
Large as Was
Expected
INDICATE A POPULATION IN TERRITORY OF ABOUT

300,000

Returns on Various Candidates From Several of the Counties Show How the People Voted on
Tuesday Last.
ANDREWS PLURALITIES.
710
Bernalillo
ITS
Dona Ana
28
Lincoln
133
McKiniey
21(3
Mora
C65
Sandoval
704
San Miguel
288
Santa Fe
300
Socorro
258
Taos
Kil
Union . ;
r.04
Valencia

LARRAZOLO
Chaves
Colfax
Eddy

488

Grant

R.,

92

Otero
Quay
Roosevelt
Rio Arriba
.'

House, J.

;

Clancy,

R., 110(5; Baker, D., 879.

4132

883 LARRAZOLO'S MAJORITY
IN GRANT COUNTY SHRINKS

Complete returns are being received from all parts of the territory today, further justifying the figures 'on
the territorial election, published by
the New Mexican on last Wednesday,
the day after the battle of the bal
vote
lots. A' significant fact, is that-th- e
la not nearly as large as had been anticipated and that estimates of population based on the vote cast, would
indicte that New Mexico's population
is about 300,000. Here follows some of
the returns by counties, R. standing
for Republican, D. for Democrat, and
S. for Socialist:
Bernalillo County.
Delegate, Andrews 2440, Larrazolo
1730, Metcalf, S., 88; Council, P. Hanley, R., 2931; Hugh J. Collins,' D.,
1240; Mentz Olson, S., 87; House,
2877,
Santiago
Chaves, R.
Garica, R., 2902, E. S. Parker, D.,
1235, Alexan1300, Adolfo A. Salas.-D.- ,
der Craig, S., 92. Peter Low, S., 90;
county commissioner Second district,
Manuel R. Springer, R., 303G, Ambrosio
Zamora, D., 1153, John Blackburn, S
85; Third district, Alfred Grunsfeld,
R., 25S0, M. Mandell, D., 1614, J. J.
Ryan, S., 75; probate judge, Filomeno
Mora, R., 2799. Trinidad A. Lucero, D..
1331, T. J. Hall, S., 90; probate clerk,
Arthur E. Walker, R., 3097, W. C.
D., 1097; G. L. Melin, S., 84;
sheriff, Jesus Romero, R., 254G, Francisco Lucero y Montoya, D., 1614,
93; assessor,
Louis P. Beckham, S
Melville R. Summers, R., 2657, Emil
Kleinwort, D., 1533, G. E. Gustafson,
S., 80; treasurer E. Pinney, R., 2997,
George A. Campfield D., 1199; C. F.
superintendent of
Allen, S., 70;
B.
A.
Stroup, R., 2923, J. D.
schools,
Emons, D., 1249, Joseph Bondick, S.,
88; surveyor A. D. Ogle, R., 2845, Pitt
S.,
Ross, D., 151G, John Schroeder,

Frank A. Hubbell, the successful
sheep raiser and well known politician
of Albuquerque, has left that town fur
his ranches on the Gila National For
est in Socorro county, where he will
gather 18,500 lambs, which he has contracted to sell to parties In Colorado
points and which will be delivered on
Xovemlier the 18th.
Two trains of thirty cars each will
be required for the shipment. Figures
are not known but it is understood
that they are satisfactory to Mr. Hubbell, who know." a'l about sheep
growing, lamb raising and selling.
The lambs are in good condition and
will be driven from the range to
thence will be put on the cars
and shipped to points destined. Everything for the shipment is in readiness
and every precaution will In; taken
that there shall be no delay.
While there is no figure given as
to the price obtained, it is believed
that the lambs will bring about $2.50
per head. net. Rather a nice sale this,
for Mr. Hubbell.
Mag-dalen-

CAPTAIN FORNOFF IS
DISPATCHED TO RATON

.Berlin, Xov. 7. Count Ixian X. Enrich Von Bernstorff, who recently represented the German government in
Egypt, has been selected by Emperor
William to succeed the late Baron
Speck Von Sternberg as ambassador
to America. The Countess Von Bern-stof- f
is a daughter of Edward Luck-meyeof New York. The appointment
has not yet formally been made, but it
is understood official announcement
will be given out within two or three
days.

Oes-treic-
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General Resumpion of Business Throughout Country
Fortels Prosperity.
New York, Nov.

7.

A flood

of buy-

ing orders which poured in on the
brokers during the night, senfprices
soaring on the stock exchange today,
and brought scenes of activity, the
like of which has not been witnessed
in many months. So strong was tha
bullisti sentiment that in some
prices jumped upward several
points at a time on single sales. New
York Central stock rose five points on
a few purchases and steel forced itself
to 55
the highest price ever touched by that stock. Many stocks rose 1

MANY CONGRATULATE

RAILWAY MAGNATE

DIES SUDDENLY

William D. Cornish
Found Dead in
Bed

and 2 points.
There
was
no
defiinte ' sign
or piece of news to account for
the extreme activity, but the speculation was evidently stimulated by reports from all sections of the 'country
of the receipt of big orders by man
ufacturers, of the rapid expansion of
wholesale and retail lines v and the
large number, of workers being
The big advance in New York

Cen-

DELEGATE ANDREWS
He Will Ask Governor Curry to Appoint a Statehood Committee to
Assist in Passing Enabling Act
Specia l tq the New ..Mexican.
,.
X. M., Nov. 7. Among
... Albuquerque,
the hundreds of congratulatory telegrams received by Delegate William
H. Andrews are two from Speaker Cannon and Senator Bourns, of Oregon.
From dispatches received from the
East it looks as though the statehood
bill will be one of the first taken up
at the short session of Congress. Delegate Andrews will shortly call on Governor Curry to appoint a committee
of citizens to help in the work.
MAY DELAY PANAMA

CANAL CONSTRUCTION
New Orleans, La., Nov. 7. A report
reached here today from Colon that a
subterranean lake found under the site
of one of the proposed locks of the
Panama Canal at Gatum, will delay
the completion of the canal several
years and cause a much larger outlay
of money than anticipated. According
to the report, the discovery of the lake
has been kept secret. The enginers,
who are said to know of the discovery,
declined to discuss the matter during the absence of Colonel Goethals,
who is at the present time in the
United States.
Colonel Goethals Calls It Rot
New York, Nov. 7 Colonel Goethals
who is chairman of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, declared today that the
report of the discovery of a subterranean lake under the site of the canal
locks at Gatum is "absolute rote."

"

GOVERNOR PARDONS
LIFE TERM CONVICT

E

Was an Officer or Director
in Many Leading Trans
poration Companies
--

Chicago, Xov. 7. William D. Cornish, of Xew York, second
of the Union Pacific
Railroad
company and a director in many other
corporations, was found dead in bed
at the Auditorum Annex this morning.
His death was apparently due to heart
disease. Cornish wag a director in the
following corporations:
The Leavenworth,
Kansas and
Western: Northern Pacific terminals
of the Oregon Railroad, the Oregon
Railroad and Navigation company, of
which he was also
the
Oregon Short Line, of which he was
also
the Portland and
Asiatic Steamship company; the San
Pedro, Los, Angeles and Salt Lake,
the Southern Pacific, the Southern Pacific Railway company, of which he
Mayence, Germ., Xov.
a partner in one of the old- was president, the Spokane Union
est banks in Hessia, committed sui- Depot company and the Union Pacific
cide by shootins himself in the head Land company, all of which he was
today. Heavy financial losses are given president, and the Wells Fargo Ex,.,.
as the reason for his rash act.
press company,

Governor George Curry today granted a pardon to William Hall, a life
term convict in the territorial penitentiary. Hal! was sent to the penitentiary from Chaves county on January
27. 1903, to serve a life sentence for
killing a man there in a quarrel over a
woman. Relatives of Hall have been
endeavoring for the past five years
to secure his pardon and Texas senators and congressmen were interested in the case as well as influential
citizens of the Lone Star state. There
were certain extenuating circumstances, hence the pardon. Hall's home is
in Coleman, Texas, where his fami'y
resides .He will go . there immediately. During his term in the penitentiary he was a model prisoner .

t,

.

Dona Ana County.
Andrews 1200, Larrazolo 1022, Metcalf 1; Council, R. E, McBride R.,
1295. James N. Upton D., 946; House.
W. D. Tipton, R,, 1290, N; Ct Frenger,
D., 940, A. A. Tempke, R., 1359, G. E.

10

FUNERAL OF LATE VERNON
L. HURDON THIS EVENING

,

1824.

DUE

tral is attributed in part to a rumor
that E. H. Harriman is soon to become
a factor in the control of that system.
Neither confirmation nor denial of this
report was to be had today.

1

AMERICAN TOBACCO COM
PANY IS A TRUST

New York, Xov. 7. The govern- San Miguel County.
2890, Larrazolo
Andrews,
218G;jments charge that the American
Charles A. Spiess, R., 31C6.!bacco company is a trust operating
restraint of trade in violation of
Patrick Purcell, D., 1886, M. C. Mec-jiLaw washem,' R., 3208, Eduardo Martinez, D., the Sherman Anti-Truin
a
day
sustained
3222,
decision
M.
handed
H.
R.,
Sweezey,
House,
Antonio A. Gallegos, R., 3253, Zacarlasj down by Judges Lacombe, Coxe,
Valdez, R., 3082, Charles F. Rudnlph, Noyes and Ware in the United States
D., 1978, Prudencio Gonzales, D., 1795, Circuit Court here. Judge Ward dis- Vlctoriano Abeyta, D., 1881; county
commissioner, Second district, Roman
Gallegos, R., 3315, Fernando Baca, D., MEMBERS OF AUSTRIAN
1773; Third district, John S. Clark,
CABINET QUIT JOBS
R., 3277, James? O'Byrne. D., 1789; probate judge, Manuel Martinez, R., 3250, Vienna, Xov. 7 The whole Austrian
Nicanor Tafoya, D., 1S24; probate cabinet
resigned today as a result of
clerk, Tirenzo Delgado, R., 3265,
dissensions between the German and
s
Cleo-feGonzales, D., 1812;- sheriff,
Austrian ministers following the reRomero, R., 3384, Fidel Ortiz. D., cent racial conflicts in
Prague and
1695; assessor, John H. York, R., 3289, other Bohemian
towns. Their action
Nicasio C, de Baca, DM 1797; treasurer, has
nothing to do with the internationEugenio Romero, R., 3161, Henry Goke, al situation.
D. ( 1920; superintendent of schools.
Miguel F. Desmarais, R 2781, Antonio
F. Lucero, D.( .2297; surveyor, George PROMINENT GERMAN
BANKER TAKES LIFE
E. Morrison, R., 3266, R. B. Rice, D..

Brokers Swamped
With Buying
Orders

Acting u iion a dispatch received today from Raton, Governor Curry ordered Captain Fred Fornoff, of the Territorial Mounted Police, to proceed at
once to Raton to preserve order there
until after the vote in the recent election there could be canvassed. The result in the contest for the sheriff's of
fice is said to have been very close,
there only bein a few votes differ-ence
and
both
the Republican
and Democratic candidates are said
to lie claiming the election. Fearing
trouble the authorities asked for the
Mounted Police and Governor Curry
at once complied with this request.
Captain Fornoff, who was at Albuquerque, left the Duke City this morning
for Raton.

Silver City, X. M., Nov. 7. With
This evening at 6:30 o'clock at the
every precinct heard from and the re- chapel of Dudrow and Montenie's unturns carefully completed, the plural- dertaking establishment on upper Pality for Larrazolo in this county has ace avenue, a short funeral service
shrunk to 488.
under the auspices of Santa Fe Iodge
Rio Arriba County. '
No. 460, B. P. Q. Elks, will be held
over the1 body of the late Vernon K.
Special" to the New Mexican.
Tierra. Aniarilla, Nov. 7 The official Hurdon, whose death occurred yestermajority for Larrazolo for this county day morning. The body will then be
is 175, The following are the majori- sent to Dtiluth, Minnesota, his boyties for Andrews in the following pre hood home for burial. Xot only Elks,
cincts: Lo.? Pinos, San Andres. Ca no- but the friends of Mr. Hurdon as well
are asked to attend the services. A
nes, Coyote, Barena, 90 majority.
member of the local Elks' lodge will
Roosevelt County.
Portales, Nov. 7. The complete re- accompany the body to Duluth.
turns give Andrews 952, Larrazolo
1710, a plurality for the latter of 758. OHIO STATE TICKET
Mora County.
GOES DEMOCRATIC
Mora, Xov. 7. Every precinct reporting, gives Andrews 1401, Larrazo'o
Columbus, O.. Xov. 7. Xational
1188, a plurality for Andrews of 21 G. Committeeman
Harvey Garner and
Santa Fe County.
State Chairman Finley today declared
Andrews received 1(521 votes and
the entice state Democratic ticket had
Larrazolo 1331) votes, a plurality for
been elected. They base their claim
Andrews of 288.
on returns received during the night.
It is claimed Supreme Court Judges
NEW GERMAN AMBASSADOR
Shauck and Price were defeated.
TO U. S. IS SELECTED

Mel-quiad-

ON EXCHANGE

Feeders.

;

120
90
543
758
175
Guadalupe County.
140
Andrews 977, Larrazolo 1009: Coun
120 cil, M. C.
Mechem, R., 1100, Eduardo
335 Martinez, D 895;
G.

Luna

Andrews Plurality

Fierros,

Elliott,

Luna County,
Andrews 221), Larrazolo Hill; Council, R. E. McBrido. R., 172, James X.
Upton, D., 418; House, II. H. Betts, R.,
187 F. J. Davidson, D., 40fi,
A. A.
Tempke, R., 2110, G. E. Moffett. D..
3;"). The returns for county officials
are not yet at hand.

80
G33

Guadalupe

Total

SS2; county commissioner,
Second district, Samuel (Seek. R., 12SS,
T. H. Casey, D., 947: Third district,
Francisco Jarainillo, R., KIDS, Daniel
Miranda. D., 873: probate judge, Ramon de la Ossa, R., 12C2; Charles Reynolds, D., 972; probate clerk, Isidoro
Arniljo, It., 139!), David Ames, D., 838;
sheriff, Felipe Lucero P., 1428, Eduar-d- :

D., 805: assessor, L. F,
1279, Bliss Freeman, D
treasurer, Oscar Lohinan, R.,
1240, W. S. (Milium. D 971; superintendent of schools, W. R. May, R., 1103
49G5 A. Gonzales, D., 1015; county surveyor, C. L. Post, R., 135fi, G. E. Martinez,
PLURALITIES.
D., 890.
558

Total

Sierra
San Juan
Torrance

KMoffet, I).,

A. Hubbell of Albuquerque Disposes of 18,500 Head to Colorado

86.

HE

NO,

LARGE SALE OF
NEW MEXICO LAMBS STOCKS

MEXICAN'S ELECTION

Thrown From a Buggy While on
Campaign Trip Two Ribs
Are Broken.

E

SCIENTISTS

-

t;

BANKS SHOW SLIGHT
DECREASE FOR WEEK
New York. Nov. 7. The statement
of the clearing house banks for the;
past week shows that the banks hold
$?0,259,975 more than tho require-- "
merits of the 25 per cent reserve rule.
This is a decrease of $3,309,150 in the
proportionate cash reserve as compares with last week.

.

SANTA FE MAY SECURE

im

STDR

big

The New comers for
Fall and Winter wear
await a call from you.
them-y- ou

can't help it.
We have a shoe to fit
your mind's eye, as
well as your feet and
your purse

,

RE615TERED

.

;..

We've the best
cecuntlJ
$3.50 Shoe made
J!5HpES We've the best
$4.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$5.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$6.00 Shoe made

A

L'

Best of Leathers and Best of
All widths and sizes.

Shoemak-ing- .

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.;
MONEY TO LOAN

u

notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and cm Wfh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ona year. Rat
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

Win.

FApif

1200.

art

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone
The largest and the only

Phone 101.

108.

up-to-d-

Santa Fa.

store i

rNew B lick Wheat i
ANDi
WHOLE

PEACHES

:-

WHEAT
-:

PEARS

GRAPES

:- -:

'

CRANBERRIES
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

science, Sanlii Fe ehould remember
very well. There was also an informal
dlscuFslon of the steps that must be
taken in case Santa Fe should win
the great ' prize, the location of the
proposed school of American Archaeology, in order to assure Xew Mexico
meeting (lie conditions that will be
necessarily imposed by so great an
undertaking.
Reception at Laughlin Home.
On Thursday evening, Judge
and
Mrs. X. 15. Laughlin gave a reception
in honor of Miss Fletcher at their
home at the corner of Don Caspar
avenue and De Vargas street. Members of the Archaeological Society, the
Fifteen Club and friends of the work
undertaken by the Archaeological Society were present and that means
that tlie flower of Santa Fe womanhood graced the assembly and that
there were present the leading federal
and territorial officials, business and
professional men with a number of
young folks of serious turn of mind.
The fact, that it was more than a reception, not a mere coming and going
of guests, but a gathering of much
significance, did not detract from its
gaiety or the pleasure of the evening.
The beauty of the Laughlin home, always inviting with an air of hospitality
and real home comfort, was enhanced
with boquets of stately carnations in
the reception room and chrysanthemums flaunting their loveliness in the
dining room, where a delicious collation was served by the ladies assisting, namely, Mrs. McFie. Mrs. Welt-me- r
and Mrs. Thomas. Miss Fletcher
graciously consented to address the
assembled guests, and it was an event
of a life time to listen to the narrative
that she told, simply, yet powerfully,
the story of a new world, an unknown
chapter of the history of the human
race, to those present and moved them
deeply with a sense of the unity of
the human race and the universality
of the elemental human traits. It was
a story great enough for a masterpiece of fiction, with romance to spare
for an epic, and yet, nothing but the
relation of facts as interpreted through
the eyes and soul of a sympathetic
woman. Miss Fletcher captured the
hearts of Santa Fe with this entranc
ing tale of the American
plains,
which, however,
on
represented
her part twenty-fiv- e
of
years
life
the Indians, studious
among
research and indefatigable labor.
hours for the reThough the
ception had been set from eight to
ten, the guests lingered much longer,
a tribute to Judge and Mrs. Laughlin,
as host and hostess, and their guest
of honor.
While in Santa Fe, Miss Fletcher
was a guest at the Palace Hotel, and
Professor, Hewett was a guest at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wood on
the South Side.

Twenty-secon-

d

cost.

Cathedral.
Sunday after Pente

First Mass at

Winter Grocery

Co.
Telephone No. 40.

7 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at 9:30. Sermon in
English.
Third Mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
in Spanish.
At 4 p. m., Vespers and Rosary.
Church of the Holy Faith Episcopal.
Twenty-firs- t
Sunday after Trinity.
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
Morning service at 11 a. m.
Everyone welcome.
First Presbyterian Church.
Sabbath School tomorrow at 9:45
a. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 11 a. m.,
subject, "Spiritual Enlargement."
Christian Endeavor meeting at C:30
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CALL AJfD SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i.

Tatches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

?
v

1903.

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Methodist-Episcopa-

m.

Selkman Bros

UANTWEI1IIK
Young Mens & Boys

SUITS'
WE CARRY THEM IN ALL

Baby

THE NEWEST PATTERNS

won! cry if

STYLES,

&

vou dive. Him

enfc

BALLARD'S

HOREHOUND SYRUP.
Pleasant to take, rapid results.
Contains nothing injurious.

Buy a suit for the boy
until you look over our

tock then compare

COUGHS, COLDS,
SORE THROAT,
WHOOPINQ COUGH AND
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
Colo., writes: "I can't
Ilore-houn-

CURES

PRICES

d
for Ballard's
Syrup, It has cured
my baby of the croup and my
children of severe Coughs.
I know no better medicine."
25c, 50c and $1.00

I

QUALITY.

J

SHOES

at

Me

dium Prices.

-- o-

P. O. Box 219.

3!

Half a

For

Century

tbe Leading

Phone No. 88
Dry Goods House in

tbs

City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Cofonado Cafe
MENU.
Shrimp Salad.
SOUP.
Mock Turtle.
ROAST.
K. C. Prime Beef, Au Jus
Roast Chicken and Dressing.
ENTREES.
Baked Macaronie and Cheese.
VEGETABLES.
Steam Potatoes.
Mashed Potatoes
Sugar Corn.
DESSERT.
French Pudding.
Mince Pie.
Apple Pie
Tea Coffee.

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air r

Tight Heaters L
THEY NEVER GO OUT

35 Cents.

Dinner

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There a only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearforever; nine
ing will be destroyed
cases- - out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

COLES
Magazine for

THE ORIGINAL

COLES
Downdraf t
Air Tight

and only Absolute!

Hard Cold

Air Tight

The abcue cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inpection cf same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. "VVe are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone
No 14
!

VV
77 AftPIBn9W1 N
WV

DIAMONDS

H Q

YQNTZ

a.xvu.fa,ct-u.x-

..

RIGHT PRICES

No 14

.

.

of

WATCHES
Eyes Tested and
Fitted

RIGHT SERVICE

BIJOU THEATER

r

Phone

HARDWARE CO.

RIGHT GOODC

S46

--

JEWELERY

By

Up-t-

Date Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWfcrtE.
8a n PrancUco St re it, Santa Fe. N. M.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

l.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
STUDIES

FRIDAY.

Evening preaching at 7:30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. B .C. Montgomery will
sing at both preaching services

TONIGHT'S
xliOGllAM

The Bon Ton restaurant Is now
Dieppe Circuit.
Stolen Dispatches.
the management of Hugh F.
Arrival of His Excellency.
who has bought out the interest
of John V. Conway. It will be known
hereafter as the Capital Cafe and a Illustrated Song "Won't You Come
Over to Philly Willie."
specialty will be made of both short
orders and regular meals. It is Mr.
But one show tomorrow night, after
DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a
restaurant.
which a dance will be given for the
strictly first-clas- s
benefit of the Fraternal Union of
r
America.
Subscribe lor the New Mexican.

--

ill'.

,

TUESDAY

IMS
SEPT.

1st.
F0R

fSSi118

BROTHER HER WES, PRESIDENT.
1'

TOILET ARTICLES
& PERFUMERY
Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec. Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.

PHONE.
NO.' 213.

't?

SCHOOL

Good Wearers

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
st. iiOtris. Ma
Sold and Recommended by

&

VP

say-enoug-

MATINEE.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor.
at
,
3:30
Saturday
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Children
5c
Morning preaching at 11 o'clock.
ENTIRE CHANGE OF PROGRAM
Epworth League meets at 6:45 p.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

Co.

SOLE AGENTS1

Sermon at 7:30 p. m., on "My
IN THE CATRON BLOCK
Father's House.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
jShow Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
at 7:30 o'clock.
Admission
10c
J. W. Puree'l, minister.

HUMUT
i0. 213.

INCORPORATED

FOR THElOELEBRATKD

p. m.

Diamonds,

18:6

ESTABLISHED

FLOUR

JERSEV SWEET
POTATOES

SCHOOL

(Continued From Page One.)

I'S SHOE DEPARTmENT

You'll like
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It Isn't so difficult to strengthen a
weak stomach it one goes at it correctly. And this is true of the Heart
and Kidneys. The old fashioned way
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating
the Heart or Kidneys is surely wrong!
first pointed out this error.
Go to the weak or ailing nerves of
these organs," said he. Each inside organ has its controlling or "Insula
nerve." When these nerves fail those
organs then must surely falter. The
vital truth is leading druggists everywhere to dispense and recommend Dr.
Snoop's Restorative. A few days' test
will surely tell! Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
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Falstaff Beei

The Famous

KRICK
HENRY
Sole Agent for

Flavor you Deelr.

Orders Filled for Any Aawset. MsA Often
will Receive Pronet AtUettee,

Phono 38.
teats

Konteiume Avenua.

Pe.

i.

4

WANT

ft

ft
ft
ft

"

Pf

IYI

L
U

or best Friend.

Ring or Send for what
you want Telephone
ders promptly tilled and
and Delivered.
or-U-

TRY l)S

PHONE 41.

CUT PRICES

CUT PRICES

AT

ruADi cc iiAnvTCD

CITDMITIIDP

Cf

Mission Desks, Office Chairs

Heaters, Rugs, and

e6Linoleums

San Francisco St 'Phone 10
'Phono No 1
Night Call
306--

I

of

nnDDiPi PADDiAfir nn

Haek & Hue kin
120 San Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

ADOLF SELIGMAN

I
I

A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Greatest Aid to Cookery

w. c.

T.l

Superintendent

OJO CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

NOTES.

are higher than ever before. The lumber men say so many new buildings
are being eivcted that it is almost im- These celebrated Hot Springe are lo- est alkalin Hot Springs In the world.
possible to supplv the demand, and cated Jn the mldet of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters has
miles west of been thoroughly tested by the miracthis is
The tax payer finds Dwellings, twenty-fivthat it has put money in the public Taoa, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested to in the follow-indiseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
treasury, instead of increasing taxes. Fe, ana about twelve miles from
ana1
Rio
Denver
on
Malaria, Brlght's Disease
the
Neuralgia,
The furniture dealers say they are
Station,
Mercurselling more furniture than ver be Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
La
ial
runs
to
Scrofula,
the
line
of
Catarrh,
Affections,
springs.
atage
fore and the shoe men renorts like dally
etc
r
of one of thi The temperature of these waters, is Grippe, all Female Complaints,
wise. The
are Eoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
large packing houses said that if the from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases
Climate
carbonic.
Altitude
feet.
6,000
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
saloons were kept, closed they could
try dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver traina and waits
afford an increase in wages because
ho- for Santa Fe
rain upon request This
of the increased efficiency of the men round. Ther Is now a commodious
all seasons and
A similar statement has been made tel for the convenienco of Invalids and resort Is attractive at
Confrom
all
winter.
is
tourists.
People suffering
Passengers for Oja
open
to me by the superintendents and
Fe at 9 a. m.
can
Santa
leave
and
Caliente
other
cancer,
contagisumption,
managers of similar large institutions,
4 p. m., thr
at
Caliente
ous
are
not
reach
These
and
Ojo
diseases,
accepted.
in every community the banker is th;
contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars eY
waters
index to business conditions, and ui
line salts to the gallon, being the rich dress:
on the testimony of these experts I
will rest the case. They tell us that in
the seven months since the saloons
were closed in Kansas City, Kansas,
OloCallenle, Tao County. N. M
combined
the
deposits of these banks
have increased more than a million
e

mid-winte-

"Tx),

ii

cloud's about to vanish

g

from

Bar-anc-

the day.
And a brazen

r.

city, some two years ago, he was
beseiged with letters from all over
the world. From foreign countries the
inquiry was: "How does it affect the
morals of the people? What effect does
it have on crime?" The inquiry from
the states was universally: "What effect does it have on business y" He
answered the latter question as follows:
"It has now been sewn months
since there was an open saloon in
the county, and what is the result?
Have any banks failed? Has the price
of real estate declined? Are there any
vacant houses? Has work on new
buildings stopped? Have taxes increased? Has our city ceased to grow,
and are we losing in population? Xo
man can truthfully say that any of
the prophesied evils have happened.
The bankers who said it would injure
the banks, have returned to admit
their mistake, and now say it has help-theThe real estate men say rents

DRY GOODS CO.

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

dollars. This does not indicate a ruined business or bankrupt city. I hold in
my possession the written testimony
of these bankers."
The W. C. T. V. held its semimonthly meeting on the 3rd instant, at
the office of Mrs. L. A. Harvey, on
lower Palace avenue. There was a
?ood attendance.
Mrs. J. E. Wood,
our capable and efficient;
president,
was unable .to attend, and so Mrs.
Harvey,
presided. Two
new
were added to the
officers, Mrs. Call, from the Episcopal
church, and Mrs. E. C. Anderson, from
the Methodist-Episcopa- l
church.
'After hearing reports from the different committees, the contest work
was then taken up. Captains were selected and sides chosen for the memMrs. Smythe and
bership contest.
Mrs. Sparks are the captains. Those
who were not there are urged to be
present at the next meeting so they
will be selected for one or the other
side. A superintendent, was appointed
for drill in parliamentary usage at
each meeting. One of our United
States senators has said that women
could never become parliamentarians,
but it has been demonstrated at our
national conventions that women are
t,

the

best

parliamentarians

in

the

world. Since the above sweeping statement was made, the club women al!
over the United States made a specialty of the study of parliamentary usage.
We have on hand a supply of temperance and prohibition literature for
free distribution, both in Spanish and
English and the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union contest books, containing the very best poems and
prose readings.
Out next meeting will be held at
Mrs. Harvey's office on lower Palace
avenue.

Tickling Coughs, can be surely and
quickly loosened with a prescription
Druggists are dispensing everywhere
as Dr. Snoop's Cough Remedy. And
Is so very, very different than common
cough medicine. No opium, no Chloroform, absolutely nothing harsh or unsafe. The tender leaves of a harmless
lung healins mountainous shrub, gives
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. Those leaves have the
power to calm the most distressing
Cough and to soothe and heal the
most sensitive bronchial membrane.
Mothers should, for safety's sake alone
always demand Dr. Shoop's, It can
wiith perfect freedom be given to even
the youngest babies. Test it yourself!
and see. Sold by Stripling, Burrows

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Of

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
:

All

TO

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES,

Apent

::
U. 8. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
for
these points over any other route.
the
Toledo,
Agents
Buick, Pope
Full equipment of modrn Cars So
ind Kis&el Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chaufe and all points in the Estancia Val- feurs In charge of every Car. Seats
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leav Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky,
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Aay
Rallwaj
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier
ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
::--

J. W. STOCKARD

Manager.

I'or anything and everything appertaining to
Printing Company.

call on the New Mexican

rintii

cr Biudin

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
627 an Francises (treat.
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
both civil and criminal bound in one
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Beet of Iverythlnf In Our Lin.
criminal. To introduce them they are
.1
offered at the following prices
Civil
or
Criminal
& Co.
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 43 cents additional for a single
The seals and record books for noFor anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
taries public for sale by the New combination docket, they will be sent call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
Mexican Printing company at very by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- full must accompany
order. State
ated companies are also handled. Call plainly whether English or Spanish
at or address the New Mexican Print- printed heading is wanted.
ing company, Santa Fa. New Mexico.
The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe's
IE you suffer from constipation
and popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now unl.
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative der the management of Hush F.
beare
Extensive improvements
will cure you permanently by stimuimlating the digestive organs so they ing made, the cuisine materially
FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEEN.
will act naturally, Foley's Orino Laxa-t.iv- proved and the new landlord proposes
ANY QUANTITYFROM A PINT UP
does not gripe, Is 'pleasant to take to make the Normandie the best modand you do not have to take laxative erate priced hotel in the territory.
continually after taking Orino. Why Give this hotel a try.
continue to be the slave of pills and
If ydu want anything on earth try
tablets? For sale by Stripling, Burrows
N Al
: :
& Co.
SANTA
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
f
v
a New Mexican want "ad."

Indian anil iQexicao Wares

Du-Va-

Special Sale

o

time-keepe-

8

A SPECIALTY.

I

hot-bread- s,

signs of the limes are undethreatening and even omnious
liquor interests in every state
Union; in every nook and coiner of this broad land the forces of opposition are being organized and a
war of extermination is under way."
Thus in warning speaks a leading
liquor journal. The champions of the
liquor traffic are redoubling their efforts all along the line, and especially
to identity that which they are pleased
to call "personal liberty." with that
our forefathers
liberty, for which
struggled to confuse in the public
mind the Declaration of Independence with the privilege to sell liquor.
Very much to the point are these
words of Seaborn Wright, of Georgia,
"pergonal liberty leads straight to
anarchy. It is the liberty of the savage, and does not exist in civilized
lands. In becoming American citizens
we sacrifice personal liberty on the
altar of public good."
When Assistant Attorney General
Trickett of Kansas City, Kansas, enforced the prohibitory law in that

For you Mother, Girl,

bSss

Embalming & Undertaking

least labor and trouble it

"The
niably
to the
of the

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

ft
ft

Through Academic course, preparing young
for college or for business life. Great
mount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all gradu
ates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects,
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

biscuit and cake
finest flavor, light, sweet, appetizing, digestible and wholesome.

makes

eiant-wrons-

Quick Service when you need a Doctor medicine
or anything kept in a First Class Drug Store.
WE

With

wrong to crumble Into
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee is created
clay.
from pure parched grains, malt, nuts, "Lo, the
right's about, to conquer-clea- r
etc no real coffee in it .Fine in flavor
the way."
is "made in a minute." No 20 to 30 With the
right shall many more
minutes tedious boiling. Sample free, Enter smiling at the door;
Co.
Cartwright-Davi- s
With the
shall fall
Many others, great and small,
That for ages long have held us for
their prey.
Men of thought and men of action,
clear the way."

ES

ft

A."

CREAM

Sick Headache.
This distressing disease results from
a disordered condition of the stomach,
and can be cured by taking Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
a free sample -- t any drug store and
try it. For sale by all druggists.

ft

Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
trmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

in

4

Drugs Stationery Toilet Articles

ft
ft

II

1-- 4

1--

Dont Look!

ft

L'

1-- 4

& CO

E5

it

II

1-- 4

ft STRIPLING-BURRO- WS
ft
ft
ft
THE IRELAND PHARMACY
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
in But Come in when you want
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

"The West Point of the Southwest."

five-yea-

4

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

October 20th, 1908.
a
Notice
hereby given that Luciana
of Dolores Tafoya. of
widow
Lujan,
Santa Fe, N. M., has filed notice of
r
her intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry No. 7680 (02222)
made October 15, 1903, for the SE
Sec. 23,
SW
Sec. 22, SW
SE
NW 4 Sec.,2G and NK
NW
Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range
NE
10 E., and that said proof will be made
before Register or Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 1908.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her continuous residence upon, and cultivation of the land, viz:
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo,
Lujan and Isabel Tafoya, all of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

-

SODA WATER,

New Mexico Military Institute

D

M.

The New Mexican PriEtrug company
prepared to furnish cards d vita
or ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable
or printed.
!rices, either engraved
Call at the New Mexican Printingcom-

Kmdi of Mineral Waters.

Any

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

la

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
And All

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
(Notice For Publication.)

C.re-gori- o

abort the wonderful

ie,lt'ti
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THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

Professional Care's

PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-Trea-

EYS-AT-LA-

at the Santa Postofflce.

Etiered as Second Class Matter

Daily, six months, by mail

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

CONY T. BROWN
How to Cure 'a Cold.
Be aa careful as you can you will oc
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi casionally take cold, and when you
co School of Mines.
do, get a medicine of known reliability
New Mexico one that has an established
Socorro.
reputation
and that la. certain to affect a quick
JOHN K. STAUFFER
cure. Such a medicine is ChamberNotary Public
lain's Cough Remedy. It has gained.; a
Office with the New Mexican Print- world-wid- e
reputation by its remarking Company.
able cures of this most common ail
Santa Fe
New Mexico ment and can
always be depended upon. It acta on nature's plan, relieves
OSTEOPATHY
the lungs, aids expectoration, opens
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
the secretions and aids nature in retreats acute and storing the system to a healthy conSuccessfully
chronic diseases without drugs o;' dition. During the many
in
years
medicines. No charge for consulta- which it has been in
general use we
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace
have yet to learn of a single case of
Hours:
m., 5 p. m. 'Phone 168. cold or attack of the grip having resulted in pneumonia when this remeDR. F. C. BAKES.
dy was used, which always shows conclusively that it is a certain prevenOculist.
tive of that danserous disease. ChamOffice Hours,
A. M.,
M.
P.
berlain's Cough Remedy contains no
Phone 615. Suite 9 Barnett Bldg.
Albuquerque
New Mexico opium or other narcotic and may be
given as confidently to a baby as to,
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the an adult. For sale by all druggists.
air passages, stops the irritation in
the throat, soothes the inflamed memThe New Mexican Printing company-ha- s
branes, and the most obstinate cough
and
ready and for sale
disappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs correct compilations of the territorial
are healed and strengthened, and the incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
co'd Is expelled from the system. Re- the territorial road laws, pprice 50
fuse any but the genuine in tho yel- cents, and of the territorial mining
low package.
For sale by Stripling, laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
Burrows & Co.
can be purchased by applying in person or by mail at the office of the
attention .jiven to all business.
It Is an admitted fact that real es- company.
New Mexico tate, financial men and merchants all
Santa Fe,
eay that quickest and best retmltsare
The New Mexican rrlntlng comA. B. RENEHAN
obtained
by advertising t the New pany will do vour Job work with
'
Attorney-at-LaMexican.
and dispatch.
Dis
and
Practices in the Supreme
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron block. y
1
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

SPIESS A CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL.
It is uwlei'Ktood that Hon. Charles
A. Spiess, member of the Council
ATTORN
from Sun Miguel county, will be seMAX FROST
lected as president of the Council.
Attorney-at-LsNew Mexico
Mr- s"kiiS' record 13 alre,ldy 1Date in Santa Fe
that position, he having presided with
G. W. PRICHARD
groat credit, ability and fairness as
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts
president of the council of the
eive3 special attention to cases
and
enth
legislative assembly and
before tha Territorial Supreme court
having been a member of three coun- Office:
Laugnlin Blk., Santa tfe, N. M.
cils before serving as president of this
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
body. He is an expert parliamentarian,
Attorney-at-Laan eloquent and able speaker and
New Mexico
Cruces
Las
thoroughly acquainted with the laws
of New Mexico and what thpy require
A. W. POLLARD
in the line of revision, amendment, reAttorney-at-Lanew
and
additions.
As the Counpeals
District
Attorney, Luna County.
s
cil will surely be
RepubliNew Mexico
can and as it contains some very good Deming
citizens it may rightly be said that all
EDWARD C. WADE.
necessary and good legislation will be
Attorney-at-Lahad and that a record will be made
Practices In ,be Supreme and Dis
which will redound to the benefit of
the people in every way and will al trict Courts of the Territory, in the
so prove that the men who were elect- Probate Courts and before tbe U. S.
ed as Republican members of that im Surveyor General and U. S. Land
portant body were .selected because Offices.
'
New Mexico
they were fully competent and able to Las Cruces,
pei form their duties rightly and proE. C. ABBOTT
perly and to enact legislation that is
Attorney-at-Lademanded by the necessities and ex
Practice in the District and
igencies of the situation.
PromDt and careful
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cure a strengthening of these laws in
order that they may be more effective. He is pledged to the establishment of postal savings banks. He
is pledged to numerous other things
of more or less importance, but- when
he takes the oath of oflice as President of the United States he wil! be
pledged to administer the affairs of
the nation and all of its laws to the
best advantage of every man, woman
and child, and every corporation in it,
and no one has any reason to suspect,
from his brilliant record of tire past
of doing his duty faithfully and well,
that he will not keep this pledge to The intelligent voters of this great
the best of his abilities, which are country could not be hoodwinked by
the air bubbles and the gases emitted
great.
by the great commoner, "the man of
a
for
the
been
fair
has
"There
fight
Journal:
de-- ' t,le crown of thorns and the cross of
been
It
has
Presidential
honors,
Ohio
will
of
"William Howard Taft
'
and certainly not by the gigan
be inaugurated President of the Unit- cided honestly, and William Howard gold,"
tic
envious falsehools and bitter
of
he
becomes
lies,
when
President
ed States ou the fourth of next March. Taft,
invectives
turned against the Repub-tis
in
entitled
United
States
the
fact,
The free and untramnitk'd suffrages
the undivided support of every citi- - licau party and its presidential can-zeCHARLES F. EASLEY
of the people of the entire country
of
what
of
William
the
Howard
didates,
country regardless
Taft,
Judge
(Late Surveyor General.)
have o determined. His majority of
elec- - of Ohio, and
convictions
on
Attorney-at-Lawere
his
:olitical
James
while
Representative
votes in the electoral college,
Land and Mining business a spec
not known exactly at this time, will tion day. The voter's duty does not end Schoolcraft Sherman of New York, al
be sufficiently large to make it most in voting. He must, lend every hand though Bryan and Kern both did their ialty.
New Mexico
to up- level best to Induce the people of the Santa Fe,
decisive, and much larger than a good and help in every possible way
hold
in
successful
all
the
.candidate
country to take these gases and these
many persons who had no doubt of his
GEORGE B. BARBER.
his acts, provided they be worthy of air bubbles as open facts ?nd as solid
election, had reason to believe that it
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
would be. This majority has been se- the support of the decent man. And trulh. The people blew them aside
In the District Court and
PrqcttcB
cured as? the result of a campaign there is no chance to believe that Mr. and Taft and Sherman were given a 8iinrma" 'Courts of the Territory.
epoch-makinin the Taft will do anything which will not strong majority in the electoral co
which is
'Prompt attention given to all busi
'
be worthy of the encouragement of all lege.
.r"
political history of the country. It has
ness.
albeen a campaign of education on is- men. He may make mistakes,
New Mexico
Lincoln County,
As the New Mexiqaiv has always
sues which have been new to politics though this has not been his habit
beFRANK W. CLANCY
and likewise a campaign in which the when grave questions have come
said, Valencia county under the leadfore him for consideration and deAttorney-at-Lahave
candidates
of
the
that.'e'minent
of
personalities
ership
Republican and
misif
he
But
termination.
make
For Second Judic
does
District
Attorney
tl'lie aurt''triprl man
flnlnmnn
figured more largely than in those
'
in the District
be
will
iT
and
ones
takes
honest
Practices
District.
ial
they
'j
before
it.
which have gone
Liunji, has again stood like a solid rock
,
,
,
,
ue
man
mure
the
Court
and
win
Supreme Court of the
overuaianceu bjt u,,s
n
repelled the venomous,
"And the whole people of the nation the excellent works
also before the United
will perform' veriless and
he
Territory;
traitorous ways of the tax
can now settle down to the serious
for the whole people and their
States Supreme Court in Washington.
dodger Larrazolo contingent. Since its
business of life and preparation for a
New Mexico
'
incorporation into the union the coun Albuquerque,
participation in the great prosperity
whtoh la Mminf with th vensnnnhle
ty has uniformly given strong Repuh
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
SPEAKER lican majorities and has proven unl
nf the "UNCLE JOE" WILL-BAttorneys-at-Lannr,np tht thfi nffni
AGAIN.
lormly a strong, unflinching and very
United States will be in safe hands
Practice in the District Courts as
Joseph G., Gannon, the veteran rep staunch supporter of Republican prin well as before the Supreme Court i
during the next four years. Even the
most bitter political enemies of Mr. resentaUve'from the Danville, Illinois, ciples and Republican candidates. It the Territory.
New Mexico
Taft can well think so. In his theories Jistsrtci after a very heated and bitter is therefore not to be wondered at Las Cruces
of government he may not have aclvon campaign against him not only by the that it is influential in administrative
MARK B. THOMPSON
'ivils j Bryanltes but also by the labor unions, circles, both in the national capital
csttetHaeasarea
Attorney-at-Laand
home.
at
Methodist
and
the
in
to
ministers
his
seem
of ns radical a nature as they
District
Attorney Eighth District,
"
desire, but he surely can not be ac- district has been elected by a triumphDona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun"
cused of having advocated anything
s.
X
mT iUl Ban Miguel county Republicans did ties.
cannon
which will interfere in any way with u.e twe.icu nine.
giauu tllenlselvea proud in the recent cam. Las Cruces,
New Mexico
the progress of the peop'e of the coun- record as speaker of the House for paign. From a majority against state- HARVIE DUVAL.
DCc.ai
paa.
try and their enterprises.
hood and Andrews in 190G, they
Attorney-at-La"That he will do his part to cor- piumiuenuy oeiore uie people aim ne changed to a majovity 0f 704 for state
rect such evils as exist throughout the is one of the best known statesmen hood and Andrews, in this election. Its Land, Mining and Corporation Law exland with such legislative and other in the United States.
large and satisfactory majority was a clusively. Practice in all the District
The
of
one
the
with
Post,
and
Washington
as
exist
great factor in carrying the election Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
weapons
already
of
the
there for statehood and for the Re tention to perfecting titles and organothers which he will ask Congress to leading independent papers
land and mining
to
not
and
no
can
country
be
with
certainly
him
friendly
there
publican party. San Miguel county izing and financing'
provide
Block.
Office,
Laughlln
doubt. He has pledged himself strong- Republican party principles or to party voters may get off once iu a while but properties.
New
Mexico
Santa
Fe,
does
the
speaker justice, in this time of great need they were
ly to carrying out the public policies candidates,
which Mr. Roosevelt has gained fame however, and justice only in the fol- on hand in the right way at the right
H. M. DOUGHERTY
for advocating. He i" just the man to lowing editorial opinion concerning time.
Attorney-at-LaThe Post
do this work. Mr. Roosevelt has blazed him recently published.
Practices in the Supreme and Disthe trail for these reforms and it now says :
And now for statehood for New trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
needs a man with Mr. Taft's govern"The reports from Illinois Indicate Mexico. Delegate Andrews has set the Socorro,
New Mexico
mental experience, a man with his that Joseph G. Cannon will be
statehood wagon going already and
CATRON AND GORTNER
judicial temperament, a man with his ed to Congress, and there is. every every patriotic, loyal and progressive
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
insight into the nation's needs, to reason to believe that he will be elect- - citizen, regardless of party should
Office: Catron Block
formulate the ways and means to bring cu
ui me ijuij-uia- i
ouiiaicas. neip. Among tne counties tnat did a
New Mexico
about these reforms and to execute
"Mr. Cannon has met bitter and great deal more than was expected Santa Fe,
them. In fact, Mr. Roosevelt has been persistent opposition in his campaign 0f them in the last election was Union,
L. O. FULLEN
credited with the statement that he mit ne nas returned blow for blow, which swung. over from
purely Demo
Attorney- - Law
believes Mr. Taft to be better fitted and no one can say that he has dodged cratic to surely Renublican. The Re.
District Attorney Ninth District.
and equipped to do this work 'han he any issue or refused to answer any publicans of that county and especial Office over First National Bank.
is himself.
question propounded to him, as cer- ly the leaders are certainly entitled to Roswell,
New Mexico
"So with Mr. Taft at the helm of tain
other conspicuous candidates great credit for their steadfastness.
this nation's ship of state there need have done. Speaker Cannon is an open
WILLIAM M'KEAN
be no fear on the part of any one that fighter. No one can doubt as to his
The
Thirty-eightthe
of
Attorney
complexion
there will be hasty or
position on any current issue. In this 1rt,ir,i4-r. i .
i it un-hi iue
Land Law.
Mining
win
assemuiy
,C8Uulu,e
ivepuuulegislation or oHier efforts to cope respect he resembles Governor Hughes can
New Mexico
Taos,
aM ttiat overwhelmingly. In the
with such corporate, railway, labor of New York, and there is evidence
wil1
co""cil
Rebe
there
elSht
surely
and other evils as need attention; ef- that the voters approve of this frank- C. W. G. WARD.
puunuans ana proDamy nine anu in Territorial District
forts that might prove exceedingly npec sn inth mpTi
Attorney for San
harmful to extensive interests that are
"No matter how men may disagree the housre eighteen Republicans and Miguel and Mora counties
innocent of any wrong doing; efforts with Speaker Cannon politically, they Probably nineteen. This result is sure Las Vegas
New Mexico
uus lerrnory is nepuoncan
In htm n nnalitv Hint J,uul
that might retard the wheels of pro- must. renn-nl- M
He although the majority for Delegate
gress, that might throw the country is admirable in all men-cou- rage.
M. C. MECHEM.
narews was a little less than a thou- nnmnore
no
Mr
nnd flntiv
and its business activities into convul- haa ft,
Attorney-at-Law- .
sions that would be exceedingly dang- clared that while grass grows and sand. Considering the circumstances,
this
is
very gratifying.
New Mexico
Tucumcarl,
erous to every man. woman and water runs, he will not favor any legchild in the nation.
islation giving one class of Americans
C. J. Roberts.
Jesse G. Northcutt
"Rather is it certain that Mr. Taft, an advantage over any other class. All
The great moonshiner Bryan carried
NORTHCUTT
&
ROBERTS.
without fanfare of trumpets and noisy of Mr. Gompers' resources, combined his state by a plurality of only about
Attorneys at Law.
shoutings, will pursue the ways of re- with those of other interests, have 4,000.. Not
showing that in
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
forming the things which need it in a been brought to bear to defeat Mr. Nebraska, which before the election
manner that will be sure and lasting Cannon. If 'Uncle Joe' be elected, as was claimed by that gigantic liar, Colorado.
and with an equitable regard for the in- now seems certain, it must be con- - Chairman Norman E. Mack, of the
terests of all who are concerned in strued to mean that the .people still Bryan national committee by 35,000.
H. R. PUTNAM
them, with an ample charity for all support men with convictions and the What Mack does not know about tell- U. 8. Court Commissioner and
and an equally positive favor to none, j courage to express them."
ing the truth would fill the bed of the
Conveyancer.
.He and his party are pledged to a re-As the Republicans will have a large Atlantic and Pacific oceans to the very
Real Estate.
vision of the tariff which is so sorely majority in the next House of Repre- brim, were the water out vt them,
New Mexico.
Texico,
needed in many particulars and there sentatives, Uncle Joe will be speaker
33 every reason to believe that this again and .with this result the millions '
Correspondents
asking information
The Republicans of Taos county
revision will be adequate, protecting of voter.? who cast Republican ballots
the
concerning
Territory of New Mex
American industries as much as they on last Tuesday will be satisfied and kept their faith and their promises
answered.
deal more than can ico, promptly
need but relieving the people of great the Taft adminirrtration will be strong and that is a good
said of many Republiburdens in the several regards where in the House of Representatives of the truthfully be
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
cans in "every section of the territory.
the tariff is
where it Sixty-firs- t
'
Congress.
did
rernark-Bonds and Investments.
Taos county Republicans
'
is taken advantage of. by rapacious
well and are entitled to commen- U. S. Commissioner
ably
for the Third
trusts1 and monopolies. He is pledged
re
did
The Repubicans certainly
dation.
Judicial District of New Mexico.
In
1o take steps for the better safeguard- markably well
Missouri, where
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
,
ing of the rights of labor in the fed- - Judge Taft for President, has about
The New Mexican was correct in its Eastern and local bank references.
eral conKS. He is pledged to see that 4,200 plurality and Attorney General
there la a rigid enforcement of the Herbert S. Hadley for governor, about figures on the delegate.e'ection when
m.
existing ;aws for the regulation of 16,000 majority. This Republican vie- - it first published them last
white, C E.
(
that
offensive
stated
the
all
in
This
a
means
and
Territorial
big
the
,
paper
pretty
truster, monopolies
tory
split
day.
Engineer.)
Water Supply, Railroad
and for an adequate Democratic Solid South and will prove ity for Delegate Andrews would be .De
Irrlfftion,
regulation of the railroads great and of vast benefit to the country in a tween eight hundred and a thousand! and fidjje Building.
Ne Mexico
Sant Ft,
and so it la
.
small. And he Is also pledged to se- - short time.
THE COUNTRY MAY EXPECT FROM TAFT.
A splendid exposition is made editorially by the Kansas City Journal,
an able, fearless and widely circulated newspaper, on what the country
may expect from the next President of
the United States, Judge William
Howard Taft, who was elected November the third last to that exalted position by stampeding the votes of the
good and patriotic citizens of this
country. The editorial is one of the
best so far written and ahould be
read with the greatest of care by the
millions of voters who cast their ballots for Taft and by the many who
should have voted for him. Says the
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I The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock, 1150,000.

I

undivided Profits,

Surplus end

J

S63.S0Q.

I

Loans
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
I money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col- -

r

4

f lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
I Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
t world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
t agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat!

I

toWfcste(i

;r

1908.

7,

three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The brnk
to
ixecutes all orders of Its patrons In he banking line, and
xtend to them as liberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with tafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public I" respectfully solicited.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptoyj.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue
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AMKBlOAIf AND
KfJKOPEAN PltAW
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Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

i Good

dvo

Order Department Open Day and
Night,

PRESS THE BUTTON WK
1

DO

THE BEST,

EES

Hotel Coronado
One of

tie Host

Dp

OPEN FROM

Mate

Short Orfler
--

&

Cafe.

Restarats

5,30inthe morning to

I

in

tie City

a. m.

,

I:

CENTRAL LOCATION.

over-protectiv- e,

(Ite

One.

ooms

Short

f

Lighted, Every Room

Lo-nsa- nd

.

PmOPRIKTOHSk

UHEONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUNSA CHARCOAL1 BROILER'

Prices are Reasonable
K. C. Meats always on hand
in
season
the
Everthing
Rooms in connection, 50c and dt upBot Cold Water Baths,
Electric lights.

Q.

Every room good one,
LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor,
8anta F, tow Mexico.
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NOVEMBER 7, 1908.
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The having
Habit
N,H

J

The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does onJy amount
to a few dimes or nickels
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The orjortunity may- come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW
pays

4

B1K

COHY

AID TRUST

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
E32BESB

i

LIVERY STABLE

1

1

Spi-aas-

J

Her-vey-

-

STATES

1

djys.
The Misses Carrie Brown and Ruth
Green from Cerrillos are in the city
vlsiiing the Misses Maud and Mabel,
Palmer at 208 Chapelle street.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Webster of
Cimarron, Colfax county, have returned from Chicago after a couple of
weeks' visit in the Windy City.
,
Attorney General James M.
who Is at his home at Roswell,
will not return to the Capital for a
week or ten days, lie is taking a much
needed rest.
A. C. Bradley of Belen, in the engineering department of the Eastern

If you are tnnlty, you have some of your money leftover.

THE UNITED

Railway of New Mexico, is spending a
few days in Albuquerque on railroad
business.
W. F. Buck of Chicago, superintendent of machinery of the Santa Fe
railway system, is tourine New Hex- ico and Arizona on official business.
He was in Albuquerque yesterday.
Dr. S. C. Clark, local physician of
the Santa Fe Gold and Copper company at San Pedro, has gone to the
Jemez mountains on a deer hunt and
will be absent from home about ten
days.
Miss Elizabeth Talcott a young lady
of Denver, has taken rooms at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium, and will remain here during the winter. She is
in Santa Fe for the benefit of her

health.

nGS.

RELIABLE HORSES. SIN6LE
B)6GISb'St SUBRIES. H4CKS.

FINE

m.
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When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.
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ss.

&

PiOTQ

ART PIC

A

ahd

supplies

nam

DEVELOPING PRINTING
We Make a
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Send for CaialojJO.
Mail orders given prompt alt"nt'on.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
510 S. Broadway, Lag Angeles, Calif.
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pany in contemplation in New Mexico.
Hon. Charles A.
Las Vegas
attorney, formerly a resident of this
city and who was elected a member
MSmTtirsawgaaa
of the legislative council from S;m MiMrs. H. M. Byrd and Mrs. R. L.
guel county at the recent election by
Baca were visitors in Albuquerque a
was a
very handsome majority,
during the week and returned
guest at the Claire hotel today. He
came to the city on political business
'
Hon. T. B. Catron has eone to Kan and to meet friends. His name is mensas City, where he owns considerable tioned for the
presidency of the
real estate. He will be absent several
council of the coming asscmb- -

iun nrncnun
mouuihl hiiu rtnouiiHk
on n

V' SANTA. 7t

FE, N.

hails

from
residence,
Ohio, reachCincinnati,
namely,
ed town yesterday and registered at
the Palace hotel. He will remain here
for a few days.
Colonel E. W. Dobson, one of the
leading lawyers of Albuquerque, came
to town yesterday and took a room at
the Claire hotel. Important business
of a legal nature which he has pending here, brought him to the city.
The Enavant Club met last Monday
afternoon with Mrs. C. 0. Harrison.
The members responded to roll call
The paper for
with current events.
the afternoon was, "The Conquest of
Mexico," written by Mrs. Tarking-ton- .
W. F. Webster,

President-elec- t

who

Taft's

H, R. Manning and wife of Maxwell
City have arrived here and are guests
at the Palace hotel. Mr. Manning is
president of the New Mexico Cuttle
Growers' Association and he and his
wife came here partly that Mr. Manning might consult with Governor
George Curry and to visit the city.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. C. 0. Weldom of Lincoln, Nebraska, who are guests at the Manning reach near Maxwell.
Professor Edgar L. Hewett, the director of the Archaeological Society
of the United States and Miss Alice
Fletcher, of Washington, D. C. left
.'miciuajr iiu ivsimuuiH io visit me
Pajarito Cliff Dwellings west of that
town. From there they will likely go
to Denver and back East. Both Miss
Fletcher and Professor Hewett had a
very agreeable visit in this city and
much work of Importance to the location of the School of Archaeology was
done. They are both enthusiastic and
Miss Fletcher was very well pleased
with the many advantages for the location of the school In this city and
with its climate, attractive scenery
and many historical, ethnological and
archaeological objects of value and
Importance. It is understood that on
te 14th instant there will be a meeting of the directors of the American
Archaeological Society of the United
States in the city of Washington and
that the matter of a location of the
school here may be finally decided.

(Continued On Page Eight.)
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YTRAGOOD
CLOTHES FOR BOYS

Ederheimer, Stein & Co., Makers

thing for mothers to know;
FINE best boys' overcoats in the
world come from the makers of
XIH222D Ederheimer, Stein & Co.
We've tied to this brand; the makers
have tied to us. A combination to
give you the biggest values you ever
had in clothes.

V.

All the new Fall Stylet for you to choose from
now. Riusian Overcoat for ages 3 to 10, perfectly
made, beautifully trimmed. Coats for boys 7 to 17,
like illustration, or button to the neck with storm, col-- "
lar. Clothes to please you at prices you want to pay.

JULIUS

H 6ERDES,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled

In!

nS

'4

Y,

1

the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you

ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
upon

constructed,

original

tirely

ciples, which

en

prin-

are so
efficient

1

thoroughly
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world.
these

Chief among
is the famous

u

Hot Bias t
through which all gar.:-burned, eliminating p.ll

wn Draft

business, It is understood that there
of the Western Union Telegraph

corn- -

vr-re- .
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OTHERS FOLLOW.

BOYS
:
and :
GIRLS

PROGRAM

P. II. Knowlton, of Denver,
PICTURES.
ing for the Carpenter Rice paper
corporation, which does much busi"The Promise."
ness throughout New Mexico, looked
"An Indian's Honor."
'
after business in his line in the Capital
(Edison's Latest Picture)
today. He was domiciled at the Claire "LIFE'S BUT A GAME OF CARDS"
hotel.
"She Sleeps By the Suwanee
Hon. James W. Raynolds returned Song
River."
home this morning from a short visit
He
to Pastura and to Albuquerque.
was in Pastura on business for the
Change of Program Every
Salado Livestock company and in AMONDAY
AND THURSDAY
lbuquerque to look after political
Two Shows Daily, 7:30 ar.j 8:45 p. m.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince who has Admission
10c
been somewhat indisposed during the Reserved Seats
20c
last few days on account of overMATINEE.
work and hard campaigning during the
Every Saturday at 3:30 p. m.
past few months, is recovering and Adults
10c
will be himself
again tomorrow or hildren
5c
Monday.
Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas,
formerly chief justice of the supreme
court of the territory and a resident
of Santa Fe, came to the city Inst
evening and registered at the Claire.
Legal and political business demanded
hi.1? attention here.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Diaz returned
SBGCERS.
during the week from a month's Eastern trip during which they visited
New York City, Buffalo, Boston and
other points. While away Dr. Diaz
took a two weeks' course at one of the
leading hospitals in the metropolis.
They had a most enjoyable trip.
ENGLISH WALXUTS
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, wife of the ternad
ritorial secretary, entertained the Satafurday Afternoon Bridge club this
ALMONDS
ternoon at her handsome residence on
upper Palace avenue. The guests of
the day were: Mrs. Rapp, of Trinidad,
and Mrs.
Colorado; Mrs. Raynolds

are some improvements on the line

generated .re

s

Its MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COMFORTln your homo
US-W- E
Itoowna Wilson-SE- E
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
Only Complete istoctt
WE SELL FURNITURE
"phone" No.
in the City

travel-

Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Fullen of Roswell, who have many good friends in
this city, have, purchased a handsome
residence in the growing metropolis
of the Pecos Valley, which they have
fitted up as their future residence.
Mrs. Fullen's furniture has arrived
from New York City and the home is
elegantly furnished.
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott have returned from their pretty ranch in the
Frijoles canon in the vicinity of the
Pajarito ciiff dwellings. In the last
few days Judge Abbott was lucky
enough to kill two wild turkeys and
one deer, although game is not very
abundant in that vicinity. The weather
there Is fine and very enjoyable.
M.
A.
Otero, and
Colonel George W. Prichard, respectively president and attorney of the
Corona Crown Mining company of
Eastern Lincoln county, have gone to
the properties' of the company with
Colonel Judd, an officer In the British
army and stationed in Australia. The
colonel Is an expert mineralogist who
is to report on conditions and mineral
deposits of the mines owned by the
company.
of
S. E. Leonard, superintendent
the Western Union Telegraph company,' with headquarters in Denver,
and C. L. McKean, superintendent of
construction of the company who have
'been In Albuquerque on official affairs
i.have gone to El Paso on the same

I
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1908 CROP

Fischer.
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Dclielbach Manager.
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Got some healthy, romping, real children
at your house The kind that are everlastingly kicking out their shoes - They
are the youngsters we want to see-have shoes they can't kick out!
--

We

YES THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GOT

Tom Boyand School Shoes $1.35 to $2.00
worth 50c pair more
Krome Elk $2.00 to $2.50 will last as long
as 3 ordinary pairs.
WE WILL HITCH A BIGGER LOAD
To your dollar than it ever pulled before.

THE RACKET STORE
-- PRICE

MAKERS

C. A. BISHOP.

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSOIMJ& COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE MD

AVOID EMBARRASSING OBLIGATIONS
elect Ml to sonif oftlcial position this coining election
you will bo required to (rive a bond for the fnlthfull performance of
your duties. Io not ask your friends to sign the same for you.
when our Surety Company will sign for n small premium. He free
from embarrassing obligations In the matter of your lwiid.
OUR BATKS ARE IiV. Most Bonds Can Ko Written Here
InOurOfnec. If you will write or telephone, we will bs pleased to
furnish promply any information desired.
If you

fti--

ALSO,

PEARS,
APPRICOTS

LIFE. ACCIDENT. STEAM BOILER.
AUTOMOBILE.
PLATE
CLASS.
FIRE & BURGLARY INSURNDE.

HQ

PLUMS,

New Figs

wi ip.

i

IHt Wtbi

TABLE RAISINS'

CURRANTS

isf

lV

IHt Wtbl,
Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

R O N

Santa Fe,

N. M.

PEEL

Catron

ir

UUDROW & ffl
SWEET CIDER

Block

mmE&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

'

EMBALMERS

Black and Whit Marse.
.,

WW fi

I

BERGERE. iHanaoer for New Mexico

A M

LEMON AND ORANGE

p

The Pioneer!.Life Insurance Go.,
AI
A
.X Al- - C
oi
ine aouinwesi

and

IT

hUK

n

The Colorado Rational Life

SEEDED RAISINS

C

ir" A

ALL KINDS OF PlCftJ
106 Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142. Night

152

Home.

U
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TIME TABLEALL LINES.

flew fyxico Central hYildoad; Time Tabic
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111
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6 39 p 111
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8 00 a in

2
7
7
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05 p in
50 a in
50 p in
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R.250
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25 p ill
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St. Louis
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10 40
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9
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1 1 35 It III
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2 22 p III
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Stanli!y
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41

Altitude

IONS

S T A T

MILKS

1

a in

p ill
p m

50 a III
40 a ill
02 p 111
00 p III
20 p 111

Exclusive
all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
various
of
the
and
Booklets
literature
lines.
ocean
for
all
steamship
gency
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
freight strvica to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

Tickets to

J. ? LYNG.
CITY FREIGHT

II! I.

Si Luis

li wi

..mil!
PASSENGER

AGENT.

PASSENGER

AND

&

jH-

SCHEDULE

J

In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
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lies Moines,
Humaldo,
Dednian

0
4

p. Ill,

Miles From

STATIONS.

24
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7

Junction

Clifton Hou

RAT(j)N N
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M

0

Lv
Lv.

Clifton House Junction

7

13
23
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33

Preston

Koeliler
Koehler Jnct.
(Jolfax
Oerrososo
Lv.
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CIMARRON N. M.
Arr,
Lv.
Lv
N. M,
Nash
(
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47
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Harlan
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Vte Park

No

2

daily:
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
12
12
11
11
11

$10
9
9
7
7
7
7

AIN'T

30 p,
15 p.
55 p.
35 p.
25 p.
65 p.
30 p.
55 p.
30 p.
25 p.
05 p.
40 a.
06 a'
15 a.
15 a.
43 a.
25 a.
50 a.
40 a.
25 a.
00 a.

in.

m.

Ros-wel-

iW.

at 5:30 P.M.

The New Mexican Printing com
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
end merchants; good every whero. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasani jouaney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.
n

ARE OVER FIFTY READ
THIS.
Most people past middle age suffer
from kidney and bladder disorders
which Foley's Kidney Remedy would
cure. Stop the drain on the vitality
and restore needed strength and vigor.
Commence taking Foley's Kidney Rem
edy today. For sale by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
IF YOU

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Springs aad Pueblo is Via the

Through the fertile San Lt js valley, Also to the San
I
Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, M'in service, descriptive
literature, etc., call on or addres'J

' S. K.

HOOPER,

G. P. & T. A.

Denver,

Coll

.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

thing on

$a th tty a

NEW MEXICAN WAYjlT AD.

It will positively brino JViulti.

w

c

:

Montezuma Lodge No
P. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
1, A.

N. L. KING,

Worth v
ALAN R. M'CORD,
Secretory.

Mnin.

Sunt:. Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular convocation second Monday
of each month at
onic Hall at 7:30 p. nx
S. SP1T7
TJ
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santf, Fe Commandsry
No. 1, K. T. Regular
muvikvb
lounn Mon- ijfrjgSgSF
" vu'u U1UUIII HI
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. tn.
JOHN H. WALKER. E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
1

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonrv meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
Secretary
U.

P. O. E.

a

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
holds its regular session on the sec-n-d
and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcoma.
T. P. GABLE,
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA.
Secretary.
Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
ican Printing company.

The New Mexican rrintlng
pany will do your job work with

and
Mex-

com-

and dispatch.

K

Engraved cams na vrate and wed
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one stand
ing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine sam
pies, style of work and nrlces.
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
The above is the name of a German
chemical, which is one of the most
valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Remedy. H ex am e t h y en e te t r a in i n e
recognized by medical text books and
authorities as a uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley's
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
any irregularities, and avoid a serious
malady. For sale by Stripling, Bur
rows & Co.

:-

Mexican.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "aa."

try

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

whei. you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

S

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at

one.

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8TO"K FOOD

UEOHEC3SCH

death'

"It doesn't bother me

ill the least."
"Then you must be as far gone as he

Is."

"I don't care a snap of my linger for
him."
"Then why don't you stop him?"
"Because he amuses me."
"Poor fellow! Doesn't your mother
object to his coining so often'"
"I don't tell ljer."
"That doesn't explain it, either.
Where do you receive him? In tho
kitchen?"
"I don't recelve him at all."
"Look here, Mag. Io you suppose
you can make ine believe"
"I'll tell you all about it. Regularly
every day he passes along here ou the
other side of the street. He always
looks over, and I am always sitting in
tills window and pretending not to see
him."
"Yon heartless wretch!"
Chicago
Tribune.
Unconsciously Frank.
Mrs. Brownllow do you do, Mrs.
Miller? Why haven't you been to see
me? It is six months siuce you last
called.
Mrs. Miller Dear me! Can it be possible that it Is six months since my
husband has given me any diamonds?
New York Times.
A Rise In

Limited
Special Offer
Easy Terms
the Cash

New Columbia

the world at

Grapho-phon- e

(Type BN and

last."
him yonder
"Yes; they're
to that hickory limb, and he'll get there
If the rope don't break!" Atlanta Con-

Complete Outfit, includ-in- g
your choice of six
1
Columbia Disc
Record. & 200 needles.

stitution.
The Maid Retort.
Mistress Anna, I believe yon have
been wearing my veil.
Maid Oh. no, tiia'am! I don't require a veil as thick as yours.
Blatter.

at

Price

the World.

a rise in

0-in-

ch

Tli 1m handsome new Columbia tiranhophonc luis n larire' auttitcrwl onk
cahliii't, a noiseless motor, and a. beautifully decorated dower horn. It Is
and the reproducer that have
equipped with the patent aluminum tone-armade the (loUunhiu li aidiophone (mucus for mellow resonance and sweetness of tone.
n
'I he six records are
Columbia disc records beyond
regular
for pureness of tone, faithful reproduction and absence of foreign
sounds.
,
'i hat's the outfit that costs S28.GP-- on
easy tonus ami Is sold usunder a
for full
written guarantee which accompanies each machine, Write tohVN"
information retou'dini? our special otfei you can buy this
outfit
through tho mail just as easily and satisfactorily as If you stepped Into our
nearest stores and selected it yourself.
,

1

It Is an admitted fact that real a
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best-. retmltsare
the New
obtained by advertising

YOU

Devotion.
"Maggie, bow many times a week
does Clarence come to see youV"
"Never less than seven times and
"
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
generally oftener."
fLOUR,
HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS,
I
should
think
such
persist"Mercy!
ence as that would bother you to fhe Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

h

My Typographical Girl.
her eyes (we gleaming;
Like
How tapf-- Is' her IT!
No . to my dreaming
Of her could 1 withstand.
r

Her manner is quite
injr,
..
Without a
Her flgure is ulto "smashing;"
She is my nonpareil.

VV

MASONIC.

"Arc nil your boys making money'"
"No; only three. Two were shot by
tho baron while lie was hunt ing, and
one was run over by an automobile.
They all received pensions, but my
Other boy is good for nothing." Flie- ;
gende Blatter.

"He madfj

DIRECT ROUTE
Denver & Bio Gr?,nde Railway

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

l,

Colds and Croup in Children.
little girl is subject to cold1?,"
says Mrs. William II. Senig. No. 41,
Fifth St., Wheeling, W. Va. "Last winter she had a severe spell and a terrible cough but I cured her with
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy without
the aid of a doctor, and my little boy
has been prevented many times from
having the croup by the timely use of
this syrup." This remedy is for sale by
all druggists.

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

V.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

mmmr'

"My

Be in El Paso

T

NOVEMBER 7, 1N3.

ll

ni.
in.
in.

Going to EI Paso?

11:10 A.

YOU?

SATURDAY,

Ain't you lontfn' with a longln' none
winter's Joys inay queer
Palace.
For the harum senrum sumrnnr, for th
W.
F.
E. R.
o'
Webster, Cincinnati;
year,
picnic time
For the wide stretch of vacation, when
aiming tind wife. Maxwell City; Mr.
the nlRhts lire sweet an' mild
and Mrs. C. O. Weldon, Lincoln. Ne
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
An' the d;iys are long an' sunny, an' the
No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
braska; M. L. English and wife, Do
runnln'
wild,
boys lire
An' the kokkIo eyes are bltln', an' birds lores; E. C. Bell, TiiKumcari.
2:25 p. m.
c
sinKln' nil the time,
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Claire.
With miipnollns full o' blossoms for the
Louis A. Galles, Albuquerque;
Fe at 5:20 :. in.
M.
boys that dure to rllmb.
An' for romps across tlio country, where O'Neill, Cerrillos; W. R. Hill, Espan- DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
the dark cloud shadows fly,
ola; B. B. Cobblen, Baltimore; Sccun- No. 420 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe When a fellow gets so
hungry bread ino
Romero, C. A. Spiess, Las Vegas;
tastes good as punkln pie?
at 10:45 a. m.
!. H,
Park, San Idelfonso; George Ro
No, 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
Ain't you loiiRln' for the summer, when
mero, Pueblo; B. L, Jessup. Sylvia,
Fe 3:40 p. m.
the children quit their shoes
fathers mop their foreheads an' Kansas; E. V. Long, Las Vegas: E. W.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE. An' their
their inns wear peekaboos,
Dobson,' Albuquerque; P. H. Knowlton,
Branch,
Lamy
When the bees are workln' overtime
Denver.
they've Rot. so much to do,
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
Normandie.
No. 720
8:25 a. m. 'Cause the world's so full o' honey that
tliey never cun get through,
Pedro
Lobato,
Glorieta; Guadalupe
4:20 p. m. An' the
No. 722
days are full o' gladness an' the
Montoya, J. Cruz Archuleta. Antonio
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
evenln's full o' joy
For each father an' each mother an' each P. Salazar, Espanola; B, S. Phillips,
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
girl an' boy,
Buckman; H. G. Pearson, Belen; R. C.
11:10 a. m. With little
No. 721
the windows all wide open to the
6:JiO p. m.
.ytle and family, Denver; V. M. Caul- No. 723
breezes from the south.
10:55 p. m. An" tho good night kisses linger sweet as kins, Denver; Manuel P. Romero and
No. 725
honey on the mouth?
son, San Luis, Colorado; A. D. Armijo,
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
No.
at
have
3,
could
would
Monterey,
I
I
about
'F
and
Mexico; P. Douglas and
It,
Limited,
my
west,
east,
way
have for summer time
wife, Estahcia.
Lamy.
A big park out by the( bayou full o'
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Coronado.
dandy trees to climb,'
Jose Antonio Anaya. Mexico City;
An' with bouts for kids to row In, an' a
Lamy.
W. F. Mayo, Denver; J. D. Barnes.
place for kids to swim,
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
rope swings hangln'
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and 9, An' old fashioned
down from every Juttin' limb,
A clergyman writes:
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, eas1 An Bomewheres along the bayou I'd con""Preventics,
trive some flshin' holes,
bound.
those little Candy Cold Tablets are
An' I'd have a clump of willows that the
working wonders in my par'sh." PreMain Line Via Lamy.
kids could cut for poles,
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy An' a place they could dig bait In, at a ventics surely will check a cold, or
the Grippe, in a very few hours. A, id
place where they could wade,
to Albuquerque to discharge passenAn' whore little girls could wade in an'
Preventics are so safe and harmless
from
Fe.
Santa
gers
no call to be afraid.
No quinine, nothing harsh nor sickenNo. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
that all through each summer we ing. Fine for feverish, restless chiland will not wait for No. 2 from the Afterwould
meet there once a week,
west at Lamy, waiting only for No, An' we'd set them rope swings goin" till dren. Box of 48 at 25 cents. Sold by
wo made the branches creak,
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
Stripling, Burrows & Co.
An' we'd laugh till all the heavens seemthe east.
fill
to
ed
an' overflow
The New Mexican can do printing
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
With the music of our laughln' an' our
loud
an' low,
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
equal to that done In any of the large
singin'
Ap' the boys could tear their jumpers, cities.
Our solicitor, every piece of
could tear their skirts
nn'
Winter blasts, causing pneumonia, Ap' couldthehurtgirls
thelrselves a little so that work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
I could kiss their hurts
pleurisy and consumption will soon be
heal 'em I've a notion ever' have all the facilities fo rturning out
here. Cure your cough now, and An' could bit
o' child
little
strengthen your lungs with Foley's Ought each year to have a playtime every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the West.
when it could go runnln' w'ld.
Honey and Tan Do not risk starting
J. Jl. Lewis in Houston Post.
the winter with weak lungs, when Fo
How to Treat a Sprain.
the
ley's1 Honey and Tar will cure
His Thrifty Sons.
most obstinate coughs and colds, and
Sprains, swellings and lamneness
are promptly relieved by Chamberprevent serious results. For sale by
lain's Pain Balm. This lintiment reStripling, Burrows & Co.
duces inflammation and soreness so
that a spraia may be cured in about
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
one-thirthe time required by the
Connection mf.de with Automobile
usual treatment. For sale by all
line at Torrance for Roswel! daily,
utomobile lea' es Torrance for Itos-wel- l
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Itosweil
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-wefor Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
jetween Santa Fe and Torrance is
$5.80 and between Torrance and
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager
Automobile Line.

Read the pain formula on a box of
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask 'your
doctor if there is a better one. Pain
means
congestion blood
pressure
somewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets check headache pains, womanNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
ly pains, pains anywhere. Try one, and
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate, see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Burrows & Co.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
The New Msxicim .Printing company
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
has ready and for sain
and
correct compilations of the territorial
W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
2.J. DEDMAN,'
Gen- - Pass- - Agent incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen Mgr.
the territorial roau laws, pprice 50
RATON. N- RATON. N. JW
RATON, N- - JVt.
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 60 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying in per
son or by mall at the office of the
company.

at

M.

d

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
N. M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
C. A. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
&
S.
F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
T.
A.
with
TracK connection
A. S. at Des Moines, E. P
AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &

At Torrance

N",

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com
plied According to Scedule of
Trains Now In Effect.

KKAH HI

DOWN

RKA

FE,

In love's tergiversation
She plays a coquette's part;
In sweet ?
She ever keeps my heart.
Twould almost drive me frantlo.
Quite parenthetically,
Some day If this Roman-tl- o
Maid set her Cap for me.
Tom Masson In Ufs.

AGENTS WANTED

WHERE WE ARE NOW NOT REPRESENTED

COLUMBIA
PHONOGRAPH

COMPANY

liKNVKit

Sixteenth St'

I)S

8TOKE-B- 07

ANGELES

DALLAS

STORE-5- 18

STORK-8- 15

H,

Main St,

Broadway.

II
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SANTA FE, X. M.

GO TO

COMB TO

WILLARD JEW MEXICO.
JHf

IIVE

COMMERCIAL

CITY

OF

TIE

ESTANCfA

BELEN. NEW MEXICO.

VMLFY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
laid out in thp fall of H'0f
It is imv
Torrance County New Mexico
a thriving city of nearly 1000 lnuabitants. It lies on the main line of tne
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west fro a.
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Graude
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoins and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
W-v-
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LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OF. SANTA FEaRY.::
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F
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam I ine of the Santa 'Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, halves tor and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet mid out with broad 80 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Pateni
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
70-fo-

e

estimated.
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THE BELEN TOWN

THEWILLARDTOWN&I IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

&

IMPROVEMENT

COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

B E L E

WILLARD TOWNSIT

NDDDT

O W N

S T E
I

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS;
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH'

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

-

semi-annuall-

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade treesjon avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres

One-thir-

WM.M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION

: APPLY

Willard,
I

ProhSesn.
By

Copyrighted,

by

:

:

O.

;
;

II. Sutcliffe.

It was Hearing the first week of
July. The sun blazed down on the
noisy, unshaded street whore Penelope
Couipton lived, and the air was rife
with the smell of heat parched brick
and pavement.
sister,
Penelope's
Ruth, a pule, gaunt young girl, spoke
from the sofa, where she lay propped
up with pillows.
"Don't you think there's any way,
Penelope?"
"None so far. dear," said Penelope
"l!ut one never knows
cheerfully.
what may turn up."
For at least a month Penelope had
been hunting u place in the country
that should shelter her widowed mother, her sister and herself and be with
in the compass of her slender purse.
With two invalids boarding was out
of the question, and a summer cotsmall, had so fat
tage, no matter
been beyond the means of Penelope,
the breadwinner of the family, a
frail but determined girl, the., idol ot
the crowded city schoolroom in which
she taught. Day after day since
school closed she had answered advertisements, only to be disappointed.
And it was imperative that the two
Invalids should have country air. Ruth
grew paler week by week, and Mrs.
Compton but Penelope never dared
to think of that, for she needed all
the courage at her. command. On this
particular afternoon the pathetic patience or Ruth's question nerved Penelope to further effort. Something must
be found! It was a matter of life and
death!
Rising suddenly from her seat by
the window, Penelope caught up her
hat that lay ou a chair near by and
began to pin it on with swift, nervous gestures.
"Are you going to try again?" said
Ruth, the quickening of hope in her
voice.
"I am going to take a street car any
car and go out to the end of the line
and tlieu ask from door to door till I
find what I want," said Penelope vehemently. "Do you feel strong enough,
dear, to be left aloue with mother?"
"Oh. yes." responded Ruth, brightening, as she always did at the expectation that their El Dorado might yet be
reached.
Penelope stumbled blindly upon the
first car that came. Reneath her brave
sk'kL at
txterlor s!)5 was wetiry,

jd

D.APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.
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Constance D'Arcy Mackay.
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Penelope's

i

TO
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bis Iron gray hair. If his own dough
ter had lived she would have been
in the afternoon light. When the end
the age of Penelope. lie cleared
about
of the line was reached Penelope got
his throat.
out. her spirits rising. Surely among
"My dear Miss Compton," said he, "I
the cottages dotted here and there
have always considered an empty bam
reone
would be
that answered her
a menace to the public. Sooner or latquirements. But Penelope soon discov- er it draws
tramps or firebugs. So let
ered that they were all rented. It was
no talk of rent. It will be a
be
there
a thriving community, and there were
to the Mason
uo vacancies. Tears welled in Penel favor a positive favor
will ocestate
and
if
you
your
family
ope's eyes, and she was forced to stop
the summer months.
it
cupy
during
and wipe away the brimming drops.
can you move in?"
"I must find something." she said al-- i When
"The
end of the weak-- by Saturday,"
most savagely. "I must! I will!"
said
Penelope joyfully.
A shady road opened before her.
"Good! I shouldn't wonder if my
She had not dreamed that so truly
afterrural a scene could be within easy dis- wife and I were out that same
noon
to
over
look
before
my
thiugs
tance of the city. Elms grew on either
summer vacation. And, by the way,
a
to
bird
floated
down
her,
song
hand;
I wonder if you'd do us the kindness
drowsy with the heat; wild roses sent to store a Boston
bulldog for us durup a sweet briery perfume from the
summer
He has
the
months?
ing
roadside. Cottages became fewer and
and 1
tones
and
chest
teeth,
healthy
fewer. Finally there were none at all.
be
don't
think
troubled
vagaby
you'll
It became very still. Now and then a
bonds."
twig dropped or a tree toad chirred.
"A plucky girl," he mused to himThe peace of it was balm to Penelope's
as he watched her retreating figself
tired nerves. She delighted in the flickure.
Then he chuckled softly. The
eswarm
the
ering, leafy shadows,
rent
she
had offered to pay was quite
sences of the earth. She paused to
lean on fence rails and look at bits of sufficient in itself, but it would have
views framed by swaying branches. been less than a bagatelle to the MaShe lingered to gaze at the ruins of sons, with their immense fortune. Mr.
what had once been a fine brick man- Carey's position was one of friendship
sion and which now stood fire charred as well as trust, which left him a marand desolate. A little way farther on gin for any altruism he choose, and he
of the
Penelope came upon the barn belong- smiled inwardly as he thought
ing to it. It was a large, spacious Masons' amusement when they found
structure, its red paint storm worn to what uses their barn had been put.
It was a radiant Penelope who greetand peeling, its weathercock still twirl-- 1
ed
her family at nightfall, and a week
ing merrily as if in defiance to sun and
later they were ensconced in their
rain.
Moved by an impulse she could ' new home. The great floor of the barn
held
scarcely define. Penelope tiptoed up to was the living room. The stalls linwith
was
stored
and
the
loft
cots,
it and looked in its window. The inte- -'
rior was clean and airy. A few wisps en and wearing apparel. Gay posters
of straw showed at the edge of the and magazine pictures decorated the
Bright calico cushions were
mow; the stalls were dimly hospitable, walls.
But it was the great width down the piled on a sofa constructed of soap
center of the barn that made Penelope ' boxes. Bowls of wild flowers stood
thrill with sudden resolve. If only her here and there. And Penelope, tripidea were feasible! She wrenched at ping about with a new elasticity to
the door. It was bolted and did not her step, was like a wild flower heryield. She looked in the window again self, joyous with bloom.
Every day the great doors of the
and then, fired with the rapture of her
find, went back along the road whence barn were open, and air and sunshine
she had first come, her feet seeming rioted within.
By night came "cool,
odors
of
to
the
touch
earth.
dewy
hedgerow and field.
By diligent
hardly
Inquiry among the cottage colony she Week by week Penelope's mother
Week by week Ruth
learned that the bam belonged to peo- grew stronger.
ple by the name of Mason, but they lost her pallor and became more vivid,
had been abroad for years, and a Mr. more full of life. They would stay
Frederick Carey was in charge of the till the sharp frosts drove them cityproperty. Back to the city went Pe- ward, Penelope decided. As for her
nelope, hunted up a directory and aft-- ' school she would commute everyday.
It was on an afternoon late in Auerward Mr. Carey.' To him she breathlessly broached hex, plan. Would he gust thatJi XQungjaanoa. horsebacKr
i
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came to Inspect their dwelling, amused appreciation glowing in hi frank
brown eyes. ItwasAklrich Mason, Jr.
"I hope you won't think it impertinent of me," he said, "but after the
wonderful things that Carey told me
when I got back from the other side
felt I had to come aud see for myself
how unique it was."
"Shall I show you through?" said
Penelope, laughing, and lie dismounted
and followed. As she gave him a drink
of his own well water he looked at her
before he touched it to his lips. "To
the pluckiest, bravest girl in the
world," he said.
He came the next afternoon with
boots for her mother aud the following one with magazines for Penelope.
After he had ridden away Penelope
went and stood by her favorite fence
rail looking off across the fields. There
came a soft thudding of hoofs behind
her. Aldrich Mason was back again.
"Don't think nie an infernal bounder," he pleaded, "but you know it's
going to be a whole week before 1 see
you again, and in the meantime I'd
like to ask if I'm if I'm cutting in on
some one else?"
"Xo," Penelope said, wilh a smile.
"If I write to you will you"
"Perhaps." said Penelope demurely.
"Good!" he cried buoyantly and rode
away a second time.,
Penelope watched' him go with a
happy flutter at her heart. The fairy
prince had come at last, aud it prom- ised to end as all good stories and
good fairy tales should, and Penelope,
with a feeling that her arid life was,
since her barn discovery, all touched
with rainbow colors, stood looking oft
across the fields till the evening star
aud the purpling shadows warned her
it was time to make the homeward
way.
1

j
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SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

IMPROVEMENT CO.,
WH. M. BERGER' Secretary.

JOHN BECKER, President- -

reritlier the barn for Hie season f
Mr. Carey's lips twitched. Penelope
was so pretty, S' desperately in earnest! Then as her words tumbled over
each other in her eagerness he caught
a fleeting glimpse of her life, grim
with struggle against desperate odds,
lie took off his glasses and smoothed

heart, but the keen rush" of the air past
her as the car left the crowded streets
and took a downward grade in a more
sparsely populated district was tonic
and refreshing. She began to feel, less
tired, less hopeless. The car whizzed
on through suburbs with trim, fenced
in houses and green fields that stretched away in pleasant undulations. The
leaves of the trees rustled, silver green

BELEN

PRICES IF5YOU

RAW LUNGS.

When the lungs are sore and inflamed, the jrerms of pneumonia and
constipation find lodgement and multiply. Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
cough germs, cures the obstinate racking cough, heals the lungs and prevents serious results. The genuine is
For sale by
.in the yellow package.
&
Co.
Burrows
Striplin,
The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These hooks are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal hound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.75
Civil or Criminal .'
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

What Would You Do?
In case of a burn or scald what
would you do to relieve the pain?
Such injuries are liable to occur in

Board and rooms?
avenue. Mrs. Eberhart.

at

100

Aztec

FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
FOR RENT Small nouse near D. &
R. G. depot; $S per month. T. P. Vic

tory.
FOR RENT Four roomed furnished house. Inquire at 102 W. Manhat- tan.
WANTED a fetrl to Co nousework,
ight housekeeping. Apply at New Mex-caPrinting company.

WANTED A competent cook at Si:.
Vincent's Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
Superior. Good wages and comfortable
hon.a
WANTED Salesman who visits retail drug trade to carry good side line
of boxes and labels. State territory.
St. Louis Label Works, 306 Morgan
St., St. Louis. Mo.
WANTED Country Salesmen. . We
have a few more vacancies for honest
energetic men to sell 'a general line
of groceries to farmers, stockmen and
all large consumers. Experience unnecessary; no investment; exclusive
territory; commissions advanced; our
goods are guaranteed to comply with
all pure food laws. This is the grocery
saleman s harvest season as well as
the farmer's exceptional opportunity..
Write today for particulars. John Sexton & Co., Wholesale
Grocers, Lake
and Franklin Streets, Chicago,

any family and everyone should he
for them. Chamberlain's
prepared
Salve applied on a soft cloth will rePractical Wives.
lieve the pain almost instantly, and
The wives of men of sentiment often
unless the
is a very severe one,
possess a vein of strong common sense will cause injury
to heal without
the
parts
and a matter of fact nature which may
at times serve to bring their poetical leaving a scar. For sale by all
husbands down from their flights of
fancy rather rudely.
Jean Paul represents Slebenkaa as
Is the joy of the household, for
reading one of his beautiful fancies to
his wife, who listened with eyes cast
without
it no happiness can be
down, apparently absorbed in his
complete. Angels smile at
words. As he finished and waited for
and commend the thoughts
ier appreciation to express itself she
aid quickly:
and aspirations of the mother
"Don't put ou those stockings tomorrow, dear. I must mend that hole in The ordeal
through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
the left one."
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall feel the thrill
One day, when Kir Walter and Lady
Every woman should know that the danger and pain
Scott were roaming about their estate, of motherhood.
of child-birt- h
be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
can
a
lambs
some
saw
iu
they
playful
all
renders
the parts,
pliable
meadow.
assisting nature in its work. I
"Ah," said Sir Walter, " 'tis no wonder that poets from the earliest ages By us aid thousands of
i
have made the lamb the emblem of women have
thisLL
passed
peace and innocence!"
cnsisijisafety.
book of Information to women lent free.
"They are iudeed delightful animals,"
t
t"-minTHE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
eaid Lady Scott, "nnrticslarir
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streets of the Capital today. He had
a room at the Ixormandle.

SOCIAL ANDPERSONAL
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Manuel P. Romero and son of San
Luis, Colorado, are in town and are
(Continued From Page Five.)
stopping at the Normandie hotel. Mr.
of the Romero is a sheep raiser in that secAlfred
Orunsfeld,
Chairman
AND
HIS
hoard of county commissioners of tion and came here on business.
The following farmers from the viBernalilo county and president of the
GKOCKKY PHONK 'C 4.
will cinity of Espanola are in town purOrunsfeld Mercantile company,
eave Albuquerque tomorrow evening chasing ranch supplies and to visit relJONATHON APPLES
ov. 7. Crown of maneuvers. The
Friederickschafen,
train ar
with
Mrs. Grunsfeld for a three weeks' atives: Guadalupe Montoya, J. Cruz Prince Federick William made an as- - rived at about 3 Emperor's
of
Jonathon
We have a Uw boxes
apples, strictly
o'clock. The airship
and
Antonio
of
Mexico
other
P.
Salazar. They cent
isit to the city
Archuleta,
today with Count Zeppelin in the followed it into town at an altitude
fancy pack which we are felling at 1.75 per box.
Mexico points. They go for rest and are registered at the Normandie.
latter's airship. The start was made of from four to six hundred feet, The
This is the best apple in market at this time
eereatlon.
Manager Dettelbach has a surprise at 11:20 o'clock this morning. There Crown Prince
PRESERVES.
greeted his father
Mrs. W. H. Rapp, wife of W. H. party in store for the music lovers was a
wind
a
blowing
strong
and the Emper- northerly
three
now
through
megaphone
40c
a
35c,
Ferndell preserves, always
jar,
Rapp of the firm of Rapp and Rapp, of this city. He is now trying to make and the weather was very cold. The! or responded
his hand. Up- by
waving
dollar.
a
for
rchitects at Trinidad, Colorado, and arrangements for the appearance of
will proceed to Donahusching- - on alighting from his train, the Emper-en-,
airsnip
MINCE MEAT
brother of I. II. Rapp, and her two the favorite Boston Idial Opera comBaden, where Emperor William or drove to Castile and took a place on
tine
is
children
cans
have arrived from their home pany, here about November ICth.
one
in
Meat
Mince
Heinz'
very
pound
will arrive in the course of the day the terrace. The airship then graduul-froi5
The funeral of the late Marcos Casud are guests at the
Sanitarium,
Austria.
j ly approached
i
and when directly over
quality, per can, :25c. Ferndall Mince meat in
remain here a month or so tillo was held at 8 o'clock this mornwill
L. 15.
Mince
'hey
Meat,
Successful.
each,
Package
the
the Crown Prince threw
Flight
pounds crocks,
Emperor,
tsiting their brother and sister, Mr. ing from the Cathedral. It was largely
two for a quarter.
Donahueschingen, Baden, Nov. 7. lout a letter addressed to his father.
Mrs. !. H. Rapp.
attended, showing the esteem in which The Zeppelin
and
with Crown Count Zeppelin then circumuaviirntprl
SOUP PASTES
the deceased was held. Burial was in Prince Frederickairship,
William aboard, ar- Castile, after which further
We have a good selection of soup pastes, both dogreetings
A Political Dinner.
Rosario cemetery.
rived over town at 2:20 o'clock this were exchanged and the
startairship
mestic and imported. Elbow macaroni, stars chili-moof
term
of
week
events
the
The
court
social
One of the
the district
for afternoon and
'
a
in
number
on
ed
to
return
engaged
its
Friedrichshaien.
all
ist was a "political dinner" in which San Juan county, which will convene
alphabets, noodles, cornets and spag nearly
Hon. and Mrs. James W. Raynolds, ap- - at on Aztec Monday next and be
sorts imported at 25 package. Domestic at 10c and 12 J
eared in the roll of host and host presided over by Judge John R. Mc- - Sisters to make the affair
PAN CAKES
pleasant b'teady and unchanged.
l ne dinner tooic piace on iues- - Fie, will last about ten days. There is and
ess,
Time to be eating pancakes if you share this winter.
Steel 55
pleasing. After the dinner a fair
pfd. 113
day evening at the hospitable Ray not much business either criminal or will be held in the second story of the GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Aunt Jemina and Hals ton. Per package 12. Vc. Ralsnolds residence on Grant avenue and civil on the docket.
sanitarium at which there will be much
Chicago, Nov. 7. Weat Dec, 110
ton self raising buckwheat, 15c. Old fashioned
Seferlno Sa'azar, who is a sheep fun and at which
was participated in by about
fifty
do70c.
10
articles
sacks
in
buckwheat
May 105
many
pounds
straight
guests. Everything pertaining to the raiser near Palma. Torrance countv. nated by charitable persons will be
Corn
Nov. 02; Dec. Gl
SYRUP
MAPLE
dinner was of a political nature, this passed through the city today enroute sold, the
Oats Dec. 47
to be applied to the
&
proceeds
May 50
half
O'd
Manse syrup quarts, 40,
P. V. and
gallon,
effect being carried out not only in for Chamita, where he goes to visit his building fund of the new
to
hospital
M
75, gallons
the place cards, but in a large "pie" mother. He states that the range and be erected by the Sisters.
Pork Nov. 14.70; Dec. 14.80.
FRENCH LIMA BEANS
is well. The prizes were an elephant, livestock conditions in his section are
C. Chaves, nrosuerous live
Frank
Lard Nov. 9.42
Jan. 9.33.
representing the O. O. P., and a don- - quite satisfactory.
French style canned lima beans are the little green
stock dealer at Abiquiu and
Jan. 8.50; May 8.G0G2
, Ribs
There will be but one show at the of Rio Arriba
cey, representing the Democracy. The
canned fresh from the garden'. These are ver
county, was in the city
CATTLE.
surguests included both Republicans and opera house tonight, after which the yesterday and today on personal busibe
cannot
sauce
cream
a
Kansas City, Nov. 7. Cattle, 500.
nice
with
and
fancy
Democrats. The ladies gathered early Santa Fe band will give its usual ness. He states that the
majority of Market steady today. Southern steers,
passed for a winter vegetable. Price moderate, No.
and enjoyed the evening in reading dance. Music will be furnished by the Republican nominees at the re- $34.G0;
southern
2 cans 20c No 1 cans 12J.
cows, $23.25;
the election returns, being joined at Ramirez' orchestra, which on this oc- cent election received large majorities stockers and
feeders,
RED KIDNEY BEANS
$2.754.50;
midnight by their husbands. The at casion will be increased by a profess- but it was verjvhard to get the pecs bulls, $2.203.GO;
calves,
$3.507;
Another nice bean is the red kidney. This is cookfair was a great success, as all events ional violinist, Professor Rinardy.
pie to vote for Delegate Andrews as Western steers, $3. 40 5; western
ed aud canned ready to eat after warning. Two cans
E.
J.
home.
of
are at the Raynolds
CatChell,
Albuquerque, Larrazolo and the Democratic speak- cows, $2.504.
for a quarter,
received notice of the death of his ers had
charged that Delegate AnHogs 10,000. Market strong to 5
Misses Baca Entertain at Novel Hal uncle in Brantford, Canada, a few drews was responsible for the creation cents
NEW CANNED GOODS.
higher. Bulk of sales, $5.40
lowe'en Party.
days ago. This was accompanied of the National Forests in Rio Arriba G.05; heavy,
Sunburst canned goods now in. Marrofat and
$G15; packers and
A Hallowe'en party as unique as it however with the news that his uncle
county, which fact made them indis butchers, $5.750.15; light $5.307;
Early June Peas two cans for twenty five cents Siftwas delightful was given Saturday had left him $33,000 in good hard ca h posed to vote for the
, of
ed Early June 15c can No 2 cans tomatoes 10c No. 3
pigs, $45.25.
the Misses Ramona and as an inheritance.
last
by
evening
Mr.
now
Chaves
is
the
2
15,
25c.
Sweet
delegate.
doing
for
Potatoes,
Canned Pumpkin
Sheep 200. Market steady. MutA new time table will go in effect
Anita Baca at their home on Palace
a good business in the town and sell- tons,
Special price by the case.
$3.804.10; lambs, $4.25G;
on
the Santa Fe tomorrow. The only ing live stock and lambs in the vicin
avenue. They were assisted in enterrange
wethers,
$3.504.50; fed ewes,
L.
in
R.
local
Mrs.
the
branch
to
their
train
change
mother,
taining by
ity of Abiquiu.
$2.754.15.
Baca, who has attained quite a reputa- - Lamy will be that the train which
County Superintendent John V. Con
Chicago, Nov.' 7. Cattle, s00." Martoan as an original and versatile hos heretofore as left to make connections way is confined to his home, 345 San
ket steady. Beeves, $5.507.50;
tess. Batween thirty and forty guests with east and west bound trains at Francisco street,
suffering from a se
western' $3.305.90;
were in attendance. They all came 7:40 p. m., will leave at 7:20.
vere attack of La Grippe, caused by stockers and
feeders,
$2.604.60;
e
will
costumes impro
There
be a regular meeting of the strenuous campaign he made for
garbed in ghost-likcows and heifers, $1.655.35; calves,
vised from sheets and pillow cases and the Royal Highlanders in their hall
$G8.
were received by the young hostesses Monday evening, November 9th. All
When in
Sheep 20,000. Market steady toCity to visit the
are
members
who were themselves similarly attired.
requested to be present
day. Western, $2. G0 4. 70; yearlings,
Tam O'Shanter probably never gazed as F. E. Dearth, Deputy M. I. P., is
OLD AfID ORIGINAL CURIO STORE.
$4.505.25;
lambs,
$4.256.40;
on a wieraer scene, than tnat wnicn iiv the city and has some very importwestern,
$2.604.70;
yearlings, $4.50
ant
to
business
inside
was disclosed on the
after all
bring before the memStar Mail Service Established.
5.25; western lambs, $4.256.35.
Besides the thousands of curious and relics see
of the hobgoblins and witches had as- bers.
Star
mail
service
will
be
establish
The New Mexico Democrat, publishsembled to join in the revelry of Halwere ed at Albuquerque, and which was ed on November 9, from Preston, via PRESIDENT-ELEClowe'en. So cleverly disguised
TAFT
the guests that hardly any of them the mouthpiece of the "unterrified" Legansville , and Cameron, to Puerto,
REACHES HOT SPRINGS
in America, cast, in 1330
a distance of 2G.25 miles
were recognizable and they indulged during the campaign just closed, has Quay count-times a week, the conthree
and
back,
to
of
own
mines
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